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(~ 1. ~ODUC~ONBACKGROUND

This Environment hpact Repofinvironmenti bpact Statement @MS) describes the environmental

setting and consequences of the construction and operation of the proposal Nturas Transmission Line

Project. Sierra Pacific Power Company (SPPCO) has proposed this electric power transmission line to

improve the existing operationrd capacity and reliability of its power transmission system and provide for

anticipated growth in demand for electric power.

This document was prepared by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and the U.S.

Department of the kterior, Bureau of Land Management @L~, pursuant to the California

Environment Quality Act (CEQA) and the Natiod Environment Policy Act ~PA), respectively.

The purpose of this joint EMS is to report the restits of the CPUC’S and BLM’s independent assessment

of the potential environment impacts that would restit from the construction, operation, and

maintenance of the proposed Nturas Transmission Line Project. The impact analysis is accompanied by

the identification of fmible mitigation measur= which, if incorporated into the project, would avoid or

minimize impacts. This ERS dso assesses alternatives to the Proposed Project and identifies those with

the potential to eliminate or minimize impacts.

This document considers comments made by agenci= and the general public during the public scoping
-.. and Draft ERS comment periods. During the scoping process, four public meetings were conducted to‘,

!
receive input on the environment issues associated with the Proposed Project and the alternatives that

should be considered. The Drti ERS was released on March 3, 1995, for a .6May public comment

period, which was extended an additioti 30 days to June 2, 1995. Public comments on the contents of

the Draft ENS were encouraged; four public comment hearings were held in April to solicit ord and

written cotients. This Finrd ERS responds to dl of the comments received on the Draft EMS in the

form of specific responses to each comment received and the modifications to the text of the Draft ERS

presented herein (text changes are denoted by bars in the right margin). Table ES-1 sununarizes the

public participation process for this ERS.

The BLM is the lead Federd agency for the preparation of this EMS in compliance with the

requirements of NEPA and the Councfl on Environment Quality (CEQ) regulations for implementing

NEPA [40 Code of Federd Regulations (CFR) 15W1508]. The U.S. Forest Service (USFS), the

Bonneville Power Administration @PA), and the Sierra Army Depot (SW) are cooperating Federd

agencies.

The CPUC is the lad State of California agency for the preparation of this EWS in compliance with

the requirements of CEQA @blic Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.) and implementing guidelines

[California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 14, Section 15000 et seq.]. The CPUC is r=ponsible for

coordimting the review of tils document by State r=ponsible and trustee agencies, which include the
-- .

California Department of Fish and Game, the California Regioti Water Quality Control Board (Lahonton

Region) California State Lands Commission, and the Department of Transportation.
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Table ES-1 EMS Pnbfic Pticipation Recess S~w
.. Date”’. :.::: : .:,..: .>. :: . . :., “,:,:~t~ :

... : :...-:..
March i7, 1994 Notice of Preparation &OP)”of Dra; ER issued by the CPUC*

March 30, 1994 Notice of htent @O~ to prepare a Draft EB issued by the BLM*

April 1994 Notice of Public ScopingMeetingspublishedin the followinglocal newspapers:
● Lassen CountyTimes c The MountainMessenger
● Modoc CountyRecord ● Reno G=ette Journal

April 24, 1994 NOI publishedin the Federal Register

May 17-25, 1994 Public scopingmeetingsto determinethe scope of the ERS held in Susanville,Alturas,
Reno/Sparks, and byalton area

May 27, 1994 End of public scopingperiod/scopingcommentsdue (see AppendixB, ScopingReport for
results)*

January 27, 1995 Project .Newslettermailed out to project mailing list (1400people)

February 28- Publicationdates for notice on release of Draft ERS, hforrnational Workshopsand Public
March 12, 1995 Hearings h.

● Lassen County Trees ● Reno G=ette Journal
● Modoc County Record ● The SacramentoBee
● The MountainMessenger

March 3, 1995 Draft ENS released for public review*
● Notice of Completionof the ERS issued by the CPUC
● Notice of release of Draft EMS~otice of hformational Workshops and Public Hearings

sent to prope~ owners within600 feet of the transmissionline

March 9, 1995 Notice of Availabilityof Draft ENS issued by the EPA and BLM and publishedin the Federal
Register

March 13-16, 1995 hforrnational Workshopson the Draft EWS in Mturas, Susanville,byalton, and Reno/Sparks
area

April 17-20, 1995 Public Hearings on the Draft ENS in Mturas, Susanville,Loyalton, and Reno/Sparksarea

April 27, 1995 Notice of 30*y Extensionof Draft EMS Public ReviewPeriod mailed out to project mailing
list (1700 people)

Aprfl 30- Publicationdate for notice of 30~y extensionof Draft ERS public review period in:
May 4, 1995 ● Lassen County Trees ● Reno Gzette Journal

● Modoc CountyRecord ● The SacramentoBee
c The MountainMessenger

June 2, 1995 - End of 60&y public review period for Draft ERS

November 1995 Final ENS released*
● Notice of Avatiabilityof Fml ENS issuedby the EPA and BLM, mailed out to project

mafling~it (1720 people), and publishedin the Federal Register
● Notice of Deterrnhation for Final ERS issued by the CPUC

* Project documentswere made availablefor pubficviewhg, upon their release, at the followingdocumentrepositorysites:

Modoc Coun@ Library
212 W. 3rd St.
Almras, CA 96101

Lassen County Library
225 S. ROOp St.

Susanville, CA 96130

byalton City Han
210 Front St.
byalton, CA 96118

Washoe County Library
4001 S. Virginia St.
Reno, NV 89502

CPUC
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102

BLM - Susantie D~trict
705 Hall Street
Susanvfile,CA 96130

BLM - Susantie D~trict
Alturas ResourceArea OffIce
708 W. 12thStreet
Altnras, CA 96101-3102

BLM - Lahontan Resource Area
1535 Hot Springs Road, # 300
Carson City, NV 89706

Toiyabe National Forest
1200 Franklin Way
Sparks, NV 89431

Modoc National Forest
800 West 12th St
Alturas, CA 96101
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This ENS will be usd by various Federd, State and regional agencies in considering approvals the

project, which includes certification of this ERS (for CEQA ody), during the CPUC’S regularly

schdtied December, 1995 hearing.

2. DESC-ON OF PROPOSED PRO~CT AND PRO~CT ALTERNAmS

2.1 PRO~CT DESC-ON

SPPCO proposes to construct and operate a 345,000 volt (345 kw overhead electric power transmission

line from the vicinity of Mturas, California to Reno, Nevada; the first two-miles wotid be a 230 kV line.

This project has been proposed by SPPCO to supplement an existing lack of transmission capability when

servicing wholesale customers and to accommodate anticipate growth in the Reno area. The line would

connect SPPCO’S electrical system with the BPA and PacifiCorp power systems in Oregon and

Washington. The proposal transmission line route is approximately 165 miles long and is shown in

Figures ES-1 and ES-2. k its application, SPPCO presented the Proposed Project as a linear series of

segments (A, C, E, K, L, N, O, Q, R,, T, W, X, m, where each segment is defined by a seriw of angle

points (the lomtions where the line changes direction; e.g., COl, C02, etc.). This nomenclature has

been carrid forward in this EMS.

The majority of the Proposed Project (appro*tely 140 miles) would follow in a general north-south

direction through .northeastem California, from a few des northwest of the Ci~ of Aturas to the

California-Nevada state line near Border Town, Nevada. Before reaching Border Town, the line would

dso extend into Nevada for a few des east of the Fort Sage Mountains (see Figure ES-l). From

Border Town, the line would travel in a southeasterly duection untfi it reaches Reno, Nevada. Within

California, the line would traverse Modoc, Lassen, and Sierra Counties; within Nevada, the project would

traverse Washoe County.

Except for the first two-miles, the proposed transmission line wotid be suspended from 70-to 130-foot

high structures (depending on terrain), spacti on average about every 1,200 feet; the first two-ties

would have 80-85 foot high, wood H-frame structures spaced about every 700 feet. Approximately 730

structures would be required. The suspended line wodd include three pairs of conductor cables and two

shield wires, one of which would dso contain a fiber-optic cable. The Proposed Project includes

construction of two new substations in California, one northwest of Mturas and one in Sierra County,

California, just west of Border Town, Nevada. k addition, SPPCO’S existing North Valley Road

Substation north of Reno wodd be expanded. Minor modifications would dso be made to substations

owned by the BPA and by PacifiCorp in southern Oregon and northeastern California.

The Proposed Project would include the instigation of a fiber optic system for communication purposes.

The fiber optic system would dso provide a fadt detection information system and provisions for

communication between construction or maintemce personnel.
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2.2 PRO~CT fi~RNA_

Based on CEQA and NEPA requirements, a range of reasonable alternatives was selected for fill anrdysis

in tils EMS. A screening process was employed to focus on alternatives capable of eliminating or

rducing sigtilcant adverse impacts associated with the Proposed Project. Factors considered in this

screening protiure included potential for enviromnenti advantages, tecbrdd feasibility, and

achievement of basic project and public policy objectives. Mternatives considered included alternative

route alignments and substation sit=, alternatives that codd replace the entire Proposed Project, and the

No Project Mternative. A total of 50 alternatives were considered in the screening process. Following

is a description of those alternatives selected for in-depth dysis as a result of this screening process.

2.2.1 Mternative Route ~~ents and Substation Sit=

Figure ES-2 illustrates the rout= of the alternative segment alignments and substation sites discussed

below.

Mtnras Mternative ~i~ment (Segment B)

Alternative Segment B would replace the majori~ of Proposed Segment A and would initiate at a location

on the w~t side of Mturas, north of Hwy 299, where it wodd interconnect to the BPA system. From

the intertie, Alternative Segment B wodd proced west about 1.5 d=, then turn south, and cross Hwy
\ 299 and the Pit River. It would rejoin the proposed route adjacent to the Three Sisters area, about three

miles southwmt of Mturas. On Mternative Segment B, there wotid be a substation site @ill Site) as

an alternative to the proposed Aturas Substation @evfis Garden site) on Proposed Segment A.

Alternative Segment B: 4.6 miles Proposed Segment A: 7.1 miles

Mdeline Plains Mternatives (Se~ents D, F, G, H, I)

Numerous alternative route digmuents have been identified by the Applicant for the western area of the

Madeline Plains. These segments, in combination, would replace Proposed SegrnentE. As illustrated

on Figure ES-2, Mternative Segment F would provide the most westerly alignment, in comparison to

Alternative Segment G. The east-west orientation ofMternative Segment I would reconnect the Madeline

Plains Alternatives to the Proposed Project digmnent on the east side of the Madeline Plains. The

alternatives were developed to reduce potential impacts to wetlands areas and to ~e lmd use

cofiicts along the proposed route.

Alternative Segments D,F,G,H,I: 25 miles (approx.) Proposed Segment E: 18.1 miles

ES-9



hventie Mte&-ve ~ignment (Segment J, I)

Mtemative Segments J and I would replace Proposed Segment K and wotid traverse tils near Branharn

Reservoir west of RavenWe. As illustrated on Figure ES-2, Ntemative Segment I wotid provide a

connection between the Proposed Project eastern digmnent to Mtemative Segment J to the west. These

dtemative segments would provide a more concded route to the more visible Proposed Segment K that

parallels U.S. 395, before diverging from the Highway in the vicinity of Ravendde.

Atemative Segment J, I: 19.2 ties Proposed Segment K: 15.4 miles

East Secret Vdlq Afignment (Segment ESVA)

This dtemative wodd move Proposed Segment L about 1.5 miles east of ifi current location adjacent to

the east side of U.S. 395. This eastern alignment wotid depart from the proposed route at Angle Point

LOl north of Snowstorm Mounti and wotid traverse the east side of Secret Valley, rejoining the

proposal route at Angle Point N02. The BLM recommended Mtemative Segment ESVA to mitigate

significant visd impacts in Secret Valley along U.S. 395 and at the Tule Patch Spring Rest Stop.

Alternative Segment ESVA: 23.0 ~es Proposed Segments L, N: 21.1 miles

Wendel Mtem&.ve ~i~ment (Segment M)

Ntemative Segment M wotid be located on the west side of the rdroad tracks between Wendel and

Viewland and wodd essentially provide a Honey Lake Valley dtemative to tie Proposed Segment N

crossing of the Skedaddle Mountains. Ntemative Segment M was proposed to avoid potential cultural

resources impacts.

Mtemative Segment M: 3..6 des Proposed Segment N: 3.2 miles

West Stie of Fort Sage Mounti”ns ~i~ment (Segment P)

Atemative Segment P wodd replace Proposed Segment Q and would be located on the western flanks

of the Fort Sage Mountains. Atemative Segment P would cross the east side of Long Valley over Turtle

Mountain, connecting with Proposed Segment R near Seven Lakes Mountain. Mtemative Segment P was

suggested to rduce the potential land use impacts associated with transmission line routing east of the

Fort Sage Mountains.

Alternative Segment P: 17.6 miles Proposed Segment Q: 21.0 miles

ES-10
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hng Valley Mignments (Segments S, U, Z, and WCFG Htem@.ve)-.. .!,
1

Alternative Segments S and U are located on the west side of U.S. 395 in the Hdlelujah Junction area

and rejoin the Proposal Project route just north of the Lassen Red Rock Scenic Area. Mtemative

Segments S and U wotid replace Proposed Segment T and were proposed to avoid visual and land use

impacts in the Lassen Red Rock Scenic Area.

Alternative Segment Z is a slight variation of Proposed Segment W, developed by the Applicant to reduce .

land use cotiicts.

Nternative Segment WCFG would replace a portion of Proposal Segment W across the Hallelujah

Junction Wildlife Area. Mtemative Segment WCFG was recommended by the CDFG to reduce cotiicts

with the Wildife Area.

Alternative Segments S,U: 5.9 miles Proposed Project Segment T:

z: 4.5 miles W (hgle Poht WOl to W04):

WCFG: 4.2 miles W (~gle Poht W03 to ml):

Peavine Peak Mtem&-ve Mignment (Segment X-Emt)

4.9 miles

3.8 miles

4.0 miles

Proposed Segment Y: 2.1 miles

Alternative Segment X-East would replace Proposed Segment Y and wotid bring the route further down
I ‘j

the slope from Peavine PeA into an existing transmission line corridor. From Angle Points ~9 to

~12, Alternative Segment X-East provides a more easterly rdtemative to Proposed Segment Y, crossing

the eastern foothills of Peavine Pe&.

Alternative Segment X-East: 2.3 miles

Substation Nteti.ves

,
tituras’ Subst&”on Mternative (Mall Site). The Nturas Substation Mtemative, bown as the Mill Site,

is located adjacent to Mternative Segment B. The site would be located south of Hwy 299 and

immediately north of the watem end of 4th Street, west of Mturas. The alternative site is approximately

eight acr= in size. Facilities to be located on this site would be the same as those for the Proposed

Project Alturas Substation.

Border Town Substd-on Mtemti”ve (SPPCO Site). An dtemative site for the proposed Border Town

Substation is adjacent to the southern end of the proposed site. The dtemative site is about 176 acres

in size and is owned by SPPCO; the required fencd area for the substation would be approx@ately eight

acres. Facilities to be located on this site would be the same as those for the Proposed Project Border

Town Substation.

(’-:)
‘.—.
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2.2.2. No ~oject Ntemtive

The No Project Alternative required for consideration under CEQA and NEPA would mean that the

proposed Mturas Transmission Line Project wodd not be buflt. Under the No Project Mtemative, no

adverse environment impacts horn the construction and operation of the Proposed Project would occur,

However, SPPCO would stfll need to augment existing factiities and add new transmission and generation

capacity to compensate for existing system limitations and future growth.

h the Proponent’s Environment Assessment @EA), SPPCO identified the numerous projects that they

studied during the process of selecting their preferrd project, the proposed Mturas Transmission Line

Project. h particular, SPPCO, together with representatives of other interconnected utilities, conducted

preliminary studies on various types of projects to evaluate technid feasibility, ability to satisfy existing

and projected system needs, and costs. Based on this tiysis, SPPCO identified the Aturas Transmission

Lme Project as its preferred project to bring forward for permitting.

This Fti EMS evaluates those alternative projects that SPPCO eliminated from fufier consideration,

as well as the Nevada Route Alternative that was identified during the scoping process for this Draft

EMS. Types of alternative projects considered included generation, system enhancement, alternative

technologies, and transmission alternatives. These various alternatives were assmsed for their ability to

reasonably satisfi the Proposed Project objectives, and rduce or eliminate environmental impacts (CEQA

dtemative screening criteria). Of dl the system alternatives considered, ody the following Transmission

Alternatives could satisfy at lmt one of the three primary project objectives:

● Los AngelesDepwent of Water and Power @~WP) Corridor Mtematives
- NevadaRoute Mternative
- Sunuuer Ne-V&ey Road Mtemative

● Midpoint-Vtiy Mtematives
● Bums-OreanaMtemative
● PacificDC ktertie Tap Mternative
● Frenc- Tap Mternative
● Tracy-Silverme Mternatives.

~le the notti Transmission Nternatives wodd not provide environmental advantage, in comparison

to the Proposal Project, a summary of their merits and disadvantages is provided as information in the

event that the No Project Mternative is deemed preferable by the decision m~ers. I

m-12



3. S~Y COMP~SON OF ~ PROPOSED PRO~CT AND ALTERNA-—
I

3.1 mODUCnON

This Section sununark= the environmental advantages and disadvantages of the various dtematives

evaluated in tils ENS and identifies the environmentily superior project dtemative pursuant to CEQA

Guidelines, Section 15126. This discussion is provided to help the reader understand the major

differences in impacts that are anticipated among the project dtematives.

The selection of the environmentily superior dtemative is based upon the impact assessment pr=ented

in Part C of this ERS @nviromnen@ Hysis). Part C provides a comprehensive and detailed

assessment of impacts and mitigation measures for the Proposed Project and each dtemative route

alignment and substation site (s~ed in Section 4 of this Executive Summary). The hpact

Summary Tables (which are part of this Executive Summary) tabtiate in concise form dl of the

significant impacts and mitigation measures identified in Part C, orgtied by class of impact and

environment issue area.

h Part D of this EWS, a comprehensive comparison of dtematives focus= on the significant impacts

and major differenm, or trade-offs, in impacts. The comparative dysis presented in Part D is

intended to provide decision @ers with information so that they may m~e balanced, r=oned decisions

.... on the transmission line applications that have been submittal to the CPUC and BLM.
,

It was nec=s~ to weigh the various impacts to determine the overall environmentily superior

dtemative. The issue areas of biological, cdturd, land use, and visual resources are major factors in

this comparison due to the potential magnitude or severity of impacts in these areas. h addition, impacts

that are of long duration, or are widespread, are considered to be more important in the comparative

dysis than short-term, Iocdtied impacts. However, short-term impacts were considered in context of

their collective effect, especially in those cases where the long-term impacts were comparable. It wtil

be up to decision tiers to m~e W determinations on the environment, economic, and policy ~

tradeoffs associated with the project and dtematives.

The anrdysis in this Section is divided into two sections: Section 3.2.1 presents a comparison of the

dtemative route alignments considered for the proposal Aturas Transmission Line Project, and Section

3.2.2 compares the Proposed Project with the No Project Mtemative (this discussion includes a

comparison of the previously noted Transmission Mtematives to the Proposed Project).

3.2 E~ONMENTALLY SUPEWOR AL~RNA=

3.2.1 Comparison of Mtemative Route Wgnrnents

(7,.,-../
As discussed in Part D of this ERS (Comparison of Ntemativ=), different dtemative route alignments

are superior in certain issue areas, and in some issue areas there are ody slight differences among the



,,

alternatives. h order to meet the CEQA requirement of identifying an environmentally superior

alternative, we focused on the impo~ce of issue areas (e.g., biological resources, land use, and visual

resources) that have potential long-term, widespread significant impacts. Even in these limited issue

ara, determining a superior alternative was difficult because of the tradeoffs associated with different

transmission line dignments.-

Basd on the comparison anrdysis presented in Part D for alternative route alignments, the following route

alignments and substation sites, listed from north to south, are considered environmentally superior under

CEQA (and are tie NEPA lead agency-preferred project alternative, except where noted):

Route Mignments ,

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Proposed Segment A, due P-Y to the fact that this route wotid avoid many of the visual and land use
impactsassociatedwith MternativeSegmentB that cannotbe Mly mitigated.

Proposed Segment C (no dtemative dignrnent was identified that offered the potential for overall
environmentaladvatage).

Proposed Segment E, a somewhatclear choicedue to shorter length and avoidmce of significantbiological
effectsthat wodd rdt from MtemativeSegmentsD, F, G, H, ad I which wotid cross a varietyof habitats
and causesubstantialpotentialimpactsto bird speciesmovingup, down, and acrossthe area.

Proposed Segment K, a narrowly superior choice over combmedMtemative SegmentsJ and I because of
avoidanm of substautid grading ad associated long-term biologid disturbance along Segment J, and
avoidanmof significmt bird collisionsassociatedwith east-westtrending SegmentI and the northernportion
of north-southtrending SegmentJ in the southernMade~ie Plains.

Proposed Segment L, becauseof environmentaladvantagesto biologid and titurd resourms.

Proposed -Segment N, becauseof clear environruenti advantagesto visual resources, land use, and cultural
resour=s.

Proposed Segment O (no dtemative %Ignment was identified that offered the potential for environmental
advantage).

Proposed Segment Q; due to substantial advantages in the issue areas of land use and visual resources.

Proposed Segment R (no dtemative ~lgnment was identifiedthat offered the potential for environmental
advmtage).

Mternative Segments S and U, consideredthe NEPA l-d-agency preferred alternative because of the
avoidanceof significant,umnitigableimpactson visurdand recreationalresourcesin the immediatevicinityof
the fotilydesignatti LassenRed Roth ScenicArm, which is managedby BLM. Additiondly, the BLM
has determinedthat Proposed SegmentT wodd cotiict with visual managementobjmtives identifiedin the
Montan ResourceManagementPlan for the designatedscenicarea. Proposed Segment T is consideredthe
CEQA environrnentiy superior alternative by CPUC - as the CEQA lead agency,with’s lessermandate
(relative to BLM in Wls me) to protect visual and recreatioti resources - based on concerns regarding
potentidlyhigher levelsof impact on biologid, cultural, and transportation resources associated with Segments
S rmd U.

ES-14



●

●

Proposed SegmentW, exceptfor Ntemative Segment Z as discussed below (no other rdtemative was identified
that offered tie potential for environment advmtage; W considered superior over Ntemative WCFG due to
avoidmce of land use and visual impacts associated with WCFG). I
Mternative Segment Z, due to tie avoidmce of a residential subdivision and associated land use conflicts.

Proposed Segment X (no rdtemativedigmnent was identified that offered tie potential for environmental
advmtage).

Proposed Segment Y, becauseof the avoidanceof significantland use and visual bnpacts associatedwith
Atemative SegmentX-East in the vicinityof Hoge Road.

Substti.ons

● Proposed Mturas Substation @evik Grden Site) due to avoidanceof significantlanduse and visualimpacts
associatedwith tie dtemative substation’sWtil Site) location in close profiw to sensitive lmd uses and
public views.

● Proposed Border Town Substation @LM parcel) due to its locationfartherfromresidentialuses in the area.

3.2.2 Comparison of No Project Mtemative to Reposed Project

men considering the dtemative projects that SPPCO wotid need to implement to reduce existing system

litnhations and accommodate future growth, the proposed Mturas Trwmission Line Project is considered

to be environmentily superior to the No Project Mtemative.

Under the No Project Ntemative, the impacts associated with the construction and operation of the

Proposed Project would not occur. However as discussed in Section A.6 of the Find ENS, SPPCO

would need to augment its existing facilities and add new transmission and generation capacity to

compensate for existing system Iimititions and future groti. Section B.3 of this EWS discusses the

various system dtematives that SPPCO assessed in its selection of the Nturas Transmission Line Project

as its preferred project. The system dtemativti considered included generation, system enhancement,

dtemative technologies, and transmission. These dternativ=, in addition to the Nevada Route

Alternative that was identified during the scoping period, were assmsed in this ERS for their ability to

satisfy the existing and projected needs of SPPCO’Selectric power distribution system (see Section A.6,

Purpose and Need and Sections B.3.4.3 through B-3.4.6). This analysis concluded that ody the various

Transmission Mternatives evaluated in Section B-3.4.6.2 were capable of supplementing SPPCO’Ssystem

in such a manner that existing limitations could be mitigated and future growth accommodated. This

evaluation was conducted to provide information on the possible options available to SPPCO in the event

that the No Project Alternative is deemed preferable by the decision m~ers.

In Section B.3 .4.6.2, the transmission dtematives capable of satisfying the project objectives were

assessd for their potential environmental impacts. Since these dtematives have ordy been preliminarily

studied by SPPCO,. no site-specific information was available. Therefore, the evaluation of these

dtematives in Section B.3.4.6.2 is limited to a qualitative ass=sment. Based on the analysis presented

in Section B.3.4.6.2 none of the Transmission Mtematives were found to offer environmental advantage

Fml EMS, Novakr W5 ES-15
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in comparison to the Proposed Project and tierefore, were eliminated from further consideration under

CEQA (see Section B.3.2 for a discussion of CEQA alternative screening criteria. Considering the

dysis in Section B.3.4.6.2 as well as the issue area-by-issue area dysis of the No Project Alternative

in Swtion C.2 - C. 13, the Proposed Project is considered to be environmentrdly superior to these

alternatives (including the No Project Mternative). The following factors were taken into consideration

in reviewing the candidate Transmission Mternatives in the event the No Project Mternative was selected.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Potential Entiornnentrd tips-. h order for the Proposed Project, or any transmission or

generation alternative, to improve service reliability to the Reno~e Tahoe area, connection to

SPPCO’SNorth Valley Road Substation would be required. This need is based on existing lirnhations

of the Tracy-to-North Valley Road connections and projected load increases in the Reno~ake Tahoe

area. For each Transmission Nternative identified, in order to access the North Valley Road

Substation, the route would likely need to cross a severely constrained and rapidly growing area of

northern Spark and Reno. These growing urban areas are dso located within the Truckee Meadows

Alr Basin, a non-attainment classified air basin for both State and Federd ambient air .qudity

standards. This routing cotid restit in significant property ownership constraints and potentially

significant land use (densities range from 3 to 21 dwelling units per acre), visual, and air quality

impacts. ‘ h addition, given that the alternative wotid be traversing an urban area, electric and

magnetic field @~ concerns would be significant, since the separation distances between the

alternative and sensitive receptors would be restricted because of existing development.

Ufity Corridor Concerns. The Transmission Nternatives would travel primarily within designated

utility corridors. Under each transmission alternative scenario (individud or collective), the

construction of about 15 ties of transmission line (in most cases 345 kV iine) would be required

from Tracy to SPPCO’S North Valley Road Substation, traversing the Ci~ of Sparks and northern

Reno area. An existing SPPCO transmission line corridor could be utfltid by the dtematives. This

corridor con- a 345 kV transmission line and a 120 kV transmission line. To comply with

WSCC Operating Criteria, adequate separation distances between transmission lines would be

required to avoid simultaneous ftiures. h rural environments, separation distances range from the

span between structures of approximately 1,000 feet; (LAD~ recommended) to 2,000 feet

(approved for the Southwest Intertie Project in most locations). h urban environments, the proposed

Transmission Alternatives codd be sharing an existing corridor that includes 345 kV and 120 kV

lines. This corridor traverses existing urban development and in many places encroaches to the edge

of the existing development Qenerdly residentid; 3 to 21 dwelling units per acre). The expansion

of the corridor to include an additioti 345 kV line (or multiple smaller lines) could require the

demolition of existing residences.

Permitting, Dmign, rmd Co*ction TimeM=. SPPCOhas ofly conducted preliminary technical

feasibility tiyses for the Transmission Mternativa considered in this EMS, except for the Nevada

Route Nternative which was identified during EMS scoping. Given the time required to permit,

design, and constmct projects of this magnitude, SPPCO estimates that these dtemative facilities

would not be available for operation until the year 2000. Given SPPCO’Sexisting system limitations,
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SPPCO is currentiy umble to operate within prudent, WSCC Operating Criteria. This existing

system shortcoming will be exacerbated as loads continue to wow (see Section A.6, Purpose and

Need). Because SPPCO is a WSCC member uttiity, failure of the SPPCO system codd dso have

ramifications on the service provided by other WSCC utflities. titerruptiom of service in the

Reno/L*e Tahoe area would impose economic impacts on dl affected commercial and industrid
activitim. ~ addition, such interruptions cotid tiect the responsivenms of emergency Se~iCM. ,

However, since permitting time lines are the responsibility of the Applicant, the timing implications

of the Transmission Mternatives has been given ody ~ consideration in this dysis.

The proposal Mturas Transmission Line wotid be cons~cted within three air basins between Reno,

Nevada md Mturas, California. The project would generate Iocdked pollutant emissions from the

construction equipment over a period of about one year. Vehicdar emissions associated with maintenance

and repair of the transmission line would be the ody long-term sources of emissions during the

operational phase of the project.

.... 4.1.1 fioposedProj*
I

The emissions were crdculated for each of the construction activities. Right-of-way @O~ constictioti
road preparation was the activity with the highmt levels of emissions for toti suspended particulate (TSP)

and fine particulate 1=s than 10 microns in diameter TMIO). The two activities with the highest levels

of potential adverse impacts wotid be ROW constructiotiroad preparation and wire instigation. Based

on the significance criteria identified for com~ction activities, the impacts associated with most

construction emissions are minor because of their temporary mtnre. tipacts r=ulting horn PMIOwould

be significant, but would be reduced through implementation of mitigation measures.

Several air qu+ity agenci= require that any proposed project with the potential to produce significant

levels of PMIOtie into consideration dl reasomble precautions to prevent or ~e emissions of

figitive dust during construction. Sierra County, Air Pollution Control District and Washoe County

District Hdth Department’s Alr Quality Management Division require applicants to submit a dust plan

that describes the mitigation measures that would be implemented at the site for the Proposed Project.

With WISmitigation, the PMIOimpacts associated with the construction of the project are not considered

to be significant.

n

The Proposed Project would have no stationary sourcm of emissions and ~ amounts of vehicular

emissions associated with maintenance activities. Therefore, no impacts from the operation of the

transmission lin~ are anticipated.

I

, .--,’
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The addition of new sources of emissions in non-attaimnent ara, such as the Truckee Meadows Air

Basin in Nevada, cotid be si@ficant because it cotid exacerbate existing conditions. However, based

on the temporary mture of construction emissions and the insignificant level of operation emissions, the

impact to this non-attainment area is not comidered to be significant. Toti construction emissions

generated on Fderd land located within the Truckee Meadows air basin would fdl substantirdly below

the general conformi~ “de minimus” emissions thresholds. Therefore, the project is in conformity with

the California and Nevada State hplementation Plans (SE).

hpacts from cumulative projects have dso been evaluated. The proposed Tuscarora Natural Gas

Pipeline wotid parallel the Proposed Project along several intermittent sections, totaling about 37 miles.

Comtruction of the Tuscarora Pipeline Project is expected to be completed by December, 1995. Some

reclamation activity, such as reseeding sdl portions of the pipeline route, could occur concurrently with

the Proposed Project. If such an overlap of construction activities occurred, there would be a temporary I
increase in emissions, that codd impact sensitive receptors for no more than a maximum of a few

months. Several subdivision projects have dso been proposal in Modoc County in the vicinity of the

Proposed Project. Cumulative impacts from project construction could be significant, but implementation

of mitigation measures should reduce the impacts to a less than signifi~t level. Given the insignificant

level of emissions associated with transmission line operations, no cumulative impact is anticipated.

4.1.2 Project Mtemtiv=

The alternative alignments and substation sites would be constructed in the same counties and air basins

as the Proposed Project. Differences in construction emissions would occur when segment lengths are

longer or shorter than the proposed route, or if the alternative passes through rough terrain that needs

significant amount of grading. Mternative Segment B is the ody alternative that would result in fewer

construction emissions than the propos~ route @reposed Segment A) because it is shorter in length. All

of the other alternative rdignments wotid be longer in length than the portions of the Proposed Project

that they would replace, resulting fi higher levels of construction emissions. Construction emissions

would be mitigable through the implementation of dust control plm. There are very few differences

between the emissions at alternative substation sites and the proposed locations. Given the insignificant

level of emissions associatd with transmission line operations, nominal differences in proposed and

dterative segment lengths wotid have ody a minor net effect on operation emissions.

ES-18
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4.2 BIOLOGICAL ~O~C~.... ,,
f \

4.2.1 Reposed Project

VegeM.on Resources. The proposed transmission line would traverse portions of the Modoc Plateau and

the western Basin and Range Regions. The existing vegetation of the proposed route is largely

undisturbed except for the introduction of non-mtive specim, catie gruing, the suppression of natural

fir~, and a minor amount of intensive agriculture. The Proposed Project wotid result in potentially

significant impacts on special stitus plants, natural plant communities, and wetlands, and their associated

habitit values for wildife. Potential impacts are associated with activitim that would cause surface

removal, surface disturbance, increased accas, erosion and sedimentation, and introduction of non-native .

plant species. Most of the potential impacts on vegetation wotid occur during construction, but

vegetation resources wodd continue to be affected during the operation of the trmmission line facility.

Approximately 431 acres of temporary surface removal wotid occur during construction of the Proposed

Project. An estimated 33.4 acres wotid be permanently removed. Surface disturbance caused by non-

bladed overland travel wotid impact an estimated 113.4 acres. Temporary surface removal and

disturbance would be primarfly associated witi construction activities. Primary causes of surface removal

would be intermittent blading for overland travel during construction and worhpace required for structure

setup. ~erever possible, existing access roads wotid be utiied. mere no roads prwentiy exist,
... vehicles would travel off-road. Surface removal wotid occur in areas where it is necessary to clear rock

(j
and other barriers to allow overland travel, and in some cases permanent overland access rout= would-,
be established. Approximately 30 acres of temporary and permanent surface rernovd wotid occur as a

result of construction of the two proposed substations. Surface removal impacts wotid be mitigated by

a avoidance, restoration, and offsite compensation-in that order. Permanent removal of vegetation

would be mitigatd by offsite compemation. Surface d~turbance wotid be evaluated following

construction to identify sites that wodd require fufier monitoring or restoration.

Routes used for overland travel during construction and operation of the transmission line wotid improve

vehicle access to portions of the project area. Potentially significant impacts associated with increased

accessibility of the project area include increased surface disturbance of mturd plant communities and

special status plants, increased erosion and sedimentation, and increased potential for introduction of non-

native species. Potential for increased access wodd be mitigated by replacing existing barriers to

overland travel where they have been removed, and by placement or enhancement of natural barriers such

as large rock at access points. New awess roads, bladed areas, and improved existing roads wotid

generally be restorti to preconstruction conditions.

Potential erosion and sedimentation wotid be caused by overland travel, clearing and grading for

structures, and other activities that wotid disturb the soil surface and reduce vegetation cover. Potential

vegetation impacts include degradation or loss of habitat for special status plant speciw and degradation

p
of jurisdictioti wetlands. hcreased erosion and sedimentation wodd be mitigated by development and

)----- implementation of an erosion control plan.
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The Proposed Project cotid dso result in the introduction of plant species not mtive to the Modoc Plateau

and Basin and Mge regions. Establishment of non-mtive plant species is facilitated by disturbance and

the use of rnaterids and equipment contamimted with seeds or other plant materials. htroduction of non-

mtive plants is a potentially significant impact on natural communities. To reduce the potential for

introduction of non-native species, a program wfll be implemented to educate construction personnel,

clean equipment, screen construction rnaterids, and rapidy revegetate disturbed areas.

The Proposal Project wodd ratit in an increment increase in cumulative regional impacts of

development on mturd plant communities, special status plant species, and wetlands. The potential

impacts are relatively snudl compared to the level of impacts anticipated from the Tuscarora Gas Pipeline

Project, which wotid parallel portions of the transmission line route, but are more substantial than other

projects proposed for the region. Potentially significant curmdative impacts would be mitigated by

avoidance, restoration, and offsite compensation.

Wtid~e. The communities traversed by the proposed transmission line provide habitat, including home

ranges, breediig territories, and migration corridors, for a wide variety of wildlife species, some with

large and regiotily significant populations. Examples of species of concern include several big game

species (e.g., mule deer and pronghom antelope), and upland game species (e.g., sage grouse). Other

specird status species that rely upon the area during certain seasons include the threatened greater sandhill

crane which has important breeding and migration habitat in the vicinity of the Proposed Project. A

number of birds of prey use the habitats in the vicinity of the project on a year-round resident or seasonal

basis. The endangered @reposed for “threatend” status) bdd wgle is present in the project area during I
winter. The endangered peregrine falcon and the threatened SwainSon’s hawk, which nest in the vicinity

of the Proposed Project, are present during the spring and summer.

Mpacts on wildlife would include the effects of displacement of -S during construction, loss of

habitat as described above, increased access to wtidife, and overrdl increased human presence. These

impacts would be mitigated by restricting access to sensitive areas, construction schedule restrictions, and

environmental education of crews. Many of the sensitive habitat areas can be spanned during line

construction to avoid or reduce impacts. Rparian areas including perennial streams would be avoided

by project design thereby avoiding impacts to fish and amphibian species. However, some terrestrial

habitat would be removed due to construction of structure pads and substations, and other permanent

disturbance such as new access roads. Such loss= of habitat would be mitigated through onsite

restoration and offsite compensation.

The proposed transmission line would dso incrme poten~d for bird collisions with transmission lines,

particularly in the Pit Mver Valley west of Nturas. The threatened population of greater santilll cranes

which nests in the vicinity would be at risk for collision as would nwting and migrating waterfowl and

sensitive poptiations of resident birds of prey such as the SwainSon’s hawk, golden eagle, and peregrine

falcon. Potential impacts on bird speci= wotid be mitigated by marking transmission lines with colored

spirrd vibration dampers; habitat compensation would be required to mitigate impacts on greater sandhill

cranes. Large birds of prey would be at risk for electrocution since these animals are inclined to perch
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on transmission line structures and at substations. This impact wotid be mitigated by spacing of
~~’-\ ! conducting lines and special construction measures at substations.

k the vicini~ of the Proposed Project there are a number of other projects, the most significant of these

being the Tuscarora Natural Gas Pipeline Project. Since the Tuscarora project is dso a linear factii~ in

the same vicinity as the proposed transmission line, cumtiative impacts to wildife and habitat wotid

result. As discussed for vegetation, impacts on wil~ife habitat would be mitigated by a combination of

avoidance, restoration, and offsite compensation.

4.2.2 Project Mtemtives

Mtir@ &teM.ve (Segment B). The Mternative Segment B near Nturas wodd decrease impacts on

juniper woodland by more than 20 acres and wodd dso reduce surface disturbance and removal impacts

on big sagebrush scrub, montane meadow, volcanic gravels, and low sagebmsh scrub plant communititi

as compar~ with Proposed Project Segment A. Use of Mternative Segment B would dso reduce the

potential for indirect impacts on special status plants including Ifiliput lupine, prostrate buckwheat, and

doublet. Overall loss of wildlife habitat wotid potentially be 4 times greater if Segment A were chosen,

prtilly due to the location of the Hdltop Substation within big game habitats. Bird species that would

potentially be affectd by use of this segment include SwainSon’s hawk, bdd eagle, and sandhill crane.

However, due to on-going changes in land mgement due to a US~S easement recently purchased

in the vicinity, bird collision potential would be possibly more substantial for Mternative Segment B than

for Proposed Segment A.

Mtieline Pltins Mte&”ve &ignments (Segments D, G, F, H, 1). Approximately 46 separate

occurrences of four special status plant species were identified along the Madeline Plains alternative

alignments. -The comparable portion of the proposed route (Segment E) has a total of 15 separate

‘ occurrences of sti species of special status plants. As with the proposed route, the alternative segments

would traverse seasoti and perennial wetland habitats on the Madeline Plti. The Madeline Plains

dtematives would result in impacts to big sagebrush scrub, tisic~s stickseed, twin arnica, volcanic

daisy, and purple loco. Those species wotid not be affected by Segment E of the proposed route. The

Madeline Plains Mternative wotid not affect fiven’s lomatium, which wotid be affected by the proposed

route. A toti of 20 acres of habitat within this group of alternative segments wodd be affected as a

result of overland travel, and construction activities. This includm a len@y stretch of relatively remote

juniper woodland habitat in an area of rugged topography on Mternative Segment D, featuring numerous

sdl draimges, several springs, and American badger habitat. Approtitely 16 acres of wildlife

habitats would be impacted in association with this alternative. hpacts on wfldife populations fincluding

bird collisions) and special status species would be increased by selection of these route segments as

compared with use of Propos~ Segment E. Mternative Segments F and G wodd have significantly more

impact on sage grouse, pronghom antelope, mule deer, and birds of prey, such as the golden eagle.

n Alternative Segments G and I traverse agricdturd lands. Migrating shorebirds, greater san~lll cranes,

‘ --- and wintehg raptors have been observed in the vicinity of these segments. Segment F wotid cross an
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area which is reco@ed by the resources agencies as important sage grouse winter habitat and brood

rearing habiwt. This southern portion of the Madeline Plains is dominated by sagebrush vegetation types

and represents some of the most impo-t sage grouse brood rearing habitat in the region @ioSystems,

1994). The Madeline Plains Akernative Nignments wotid result in a loss of 0.004 acre of sage grouse

habitat. One sage grouse lek is located within 0.5 tie of Segment F near FMP 9. These issues were

considered in the impact dysis and were factored into the determination that the Proposed Segment E

would resdt in fewer impacts to wfidife.

hventie Afte@”ve &ignment (Segments J, I). Seven occurrences of four special status plant species

occur on Segment J, compared to ten occurrences of five special status plants on the corresponding

Proposed Segment K. One of the species, Hohngren’s skullcap, is associated with clay soils referred to

as volcanic vertisols. Two acres less of the volcanic vertisol plant community wotid be potentially

disturbed by the Wvendde Mternative relative to the comparable portion of the proposed route. Special

status plant species observed on Segment K of the proposed route that were not observed on the

Mvendde Nternative include clay-loving buckwheat (Eriogonum collinum), Pine Creek evening

primrose, and volcanic daisy. However, the Wvendde Mternative would result in increased disturbance

of big sagebrush scrub, juniper woodand, and sflver sagebrush scrub. Ttis dtemative would also disturb

an additiond population of Suksdofis -etch, which would not be affected by Segment K. Although

impacts to sage grouse would be significantly reduced if Segment J were chosen, impacts on wildlife

wodd be somewhat greater than those associated with Segment K, due to the more rugged topography,

access development, and the new human d~turbance this alternative would bring to a more pristine area.

Approximately 4.92 acres of wfidife habitat would be impacted if Mternative Segment J were chosen.

Proposed Segment K would impact 0.86 acre.

East Secret Vdlq Afi~ment (Segment ESVA). Mternative Segment ESVA would cause significmtly

greater impacts to plant communities and special status plant species than the Proposed Segment L.

Potential impacts to wetlands and wfldife habitat would be greater than for the proposed route due to the

greater isolation and absence of existing access routes, the greater roughness of the terrain which will

necessitate more surface disturbance and removal for overland travel, and the slightly greater length of

the route. Segment ESVA would cross dwectly over one active sage grouse lek, and pass within 1/4 mile

of one currently inactive lek. Leks are crucial to sage grouse breeding, and raptors perching on and

hunting from the powerline would be likely to eliminate dl sage grouse use of the leks. This would have

significant adverse impacts on the sage grouse population in the Secret Valley area.

Wendel Mtem.ve &ignment (Segment M). Two occurrences of a special statis plant species were

identified on Mternative Segment M, compared to a single occurrence of the same species on Proposed

Segment N of the proposed route. This species was spiny milkwort, a CNPS List 2 species, which occurs

on gravely or rocky soils near the northern convergence of the two alignments. ~ls dtemative would

affect five more acres of big sagebrush scrub and sand dune plant communities than Segment N of the

proposed route. hpacts to chenopod scrub would be lws than on Segment N. Other potential impacts

due to increased access or non-native species introduction would be similar to those of the proposed

route. tipacts on wildife would not be significantly different from Proposed Segment N.



Approximately 2.M acres of wildife habitat (mule deer winter range) wodd be impacted by Segment M.

One additioti acre would be impacted if Segment N were chosen. I
West Stie of Fort Sage Moun~”ns Nteruative alignment (Segment P). Nternative Segment P would

eliminate impacts on one population of Nelson’s evening primrose. It wotid dso reduce or eliminate

potential disturbance of nearly two acres of sand dune, four acres of sagebrush-bitterbrush community,

and 11 acres of juniper woodand. This alternative wotid increase impacts on big sagebmh scrub by

approximately four acres, as compared with the impacts of the proposed route (Segment Q). Portions

of tils route have been identified as pygmy rabbit habitat, which cotid be substantially disturbed; the

amount of this habitat type which is present is greater than for Proposed Segment Q. Furthermore, this

dtemative would affect 4 acres of mule deer habimt, including crossing the Doyle Wildlife Area for about

4.5 miles.

hng Vdlq Uternti”ve Hignments (Segments S, U, Z, ad WCFG). Vegetation resource affected by

the Long Valley alternative segments wotid not differ substantially from those of the proposed route

(Segments T and ~. Ml of the alignments wotid resdt in impacts on juniper woodland and sagebrush-

bitterbrush plant comrmmities. However, the WCFG alignment wotid eliminate surface disturbance of

approximately 0.7 acre of montane meadow plant community that occurs on Segment W of the proposed

route. Thwe alternative segments would potentially affwt local bird poptiations including waterfowl,

bank swallows, and willow flycatcher. Atemative Segments S and U would cross Long Valley Creek

once each, with increased potential for waterfowl, shorebkd, and raptor collisions. Mtemative Segment

WCFG would result in fewer wddife impacts because it would reduce impacts one-third on the Hallelujah

Junction Wildlife Area and associated mule deer winter range. Alternative Segment Z would have no

discernible differenu in biological impacts in comparison with the proposed route. Approximately 22

acres of mule deer winter rage wotid be affected by the Proposed Segment W. However, ody

approximately 7 acres would be impacted in association with WCFG.

Peavine Peak Mte-”ve Mignment (Segment X-East). The Peavine Peak Alternative wotid not

substantially cbge potential impacts on special status species or mtnrd plant communities associated

with the proposed dignrnent (Segment ~. Both alignments wotid stiarly affect altered andesite plant

communities and big sagebrnsh scrub. The rdternative segment wotid dso cross several ponderosa pine

stands. There were no special status wildife speci~ observed using these habitats during field surveys.

There wotid be no significant dlfferenc= in impacts on wfldife compared with those of Proposed

Segment Y.

Mternative Mturas S&sU.on Sfie (Mifl Site). This former lumber mill site contains no sensitive natural

plmt communities or specird status plant species. Urdike the proposed Devils Garden site on Segment

A, tils alternative site is dominated by non-mtive species. Selection of tis site wodd not r=ult in any

significant impacts on natural plant communities, wetlands, or special statns species and wotid decrease

the loss of juniper woodlands associatd with the proposal substation alternative site. This alternative

(3 site dso includes very little wildife habitat. However, this site is located within the Pit Mver Valley
-- ,’ west of Nturas, adjacent to habitat used by several sensitive bird species. It is likely that the site occurs
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within dtiy flight paths for these species. Therefore, this site would probably feature greater bird

electrocution and collision potential when compared with the proposed Devils Garden site. In addition,

greater raptor predation on special status species would occur in the Pit River corridor, if the substation

resulted in creation of additiond perches. I
Border Town Substin Mte_.ve Stie. With respect to Biologid Resources, this dtemative would

have no discernible differences in impacts from those of the proposed Border Town substation site.

No Project Mternti.ve. The No Project Mtemative would cause no immediate impacts on Biological

Resources. However, within the next three to six y=s it is likely that SPPCO would plan and constmct

a major transmission line project to accommodate regional growth in energy needs. It is anticipated that

such a project would result in significant direct and indirect impacts on vegetation and wildlife resources

similar to those associated with the Proposed Project. Because the location of such a project is unknown,

a quantitative evaluation of the impacts to wildlife associated with construction and operation cannot be

conducted.

4.3.1 Proposed Project

The proposed transmission line would traverse portions of the Modoc Plateau and the western Basin and

Range Regions. The area has probably been poptiated for 10,000 years or more by various Native

American groups. At the time of Euroamerican settlement in the 19th century, much of the area was

occupied or utiltied by a number of ethnographic groups, including the Maidu, Modoc, Paiute, Pit River,

and Washoe. The period of historic settlement in the area was marked by farming and ranching activity

particularly along the Pit River and in the Honey Lake Valley, mining activity, and development of

transportation networks. h contrast to the incursions of modem development in western California, the

Proposed Project area has received relatively Iitie modem development. Accordingly, the area supports

a fairly rich and diverse cdturd resource base that has not been obliterated by modem development.

The Proposed Project would restit in potentially significant impacts on prehistoric and his~oric cultural

resources that appear to be eligible for inclusion on the Natioti Register of Historic Places. Potential

impacts ar~associated with activiti=. that would cause surface disturbance, surface and/or subsurface

removal, increased access, and in-ions on integri~ of setting, feeling or association for sites whose

significance may be tied to factors other than the potentird of the site to yield important information. It

is anticipate that most of the potentird significant impacts on significant cultural resources would occur

during construction, although operatioti and maintenance activities, increased public access, and

permanent intrusions on a site’s ambiance could dso occur.

The results of tie cultural resources inventory for the Proposed Project, including literature reviews and

comprehensive field studies, resulted in the identification of 266 ctiturd resource sites. One hundred and

fifty-four of these sites are prehistoric sitm, 53 are historic sites, and 59 are multi-component



prehistorictistoric sites. Preliminary evaluations indicate that 26 of the prehistoric sites appear to be,.-
( “ eligible for inclusion on the Natioti Register of Historic Places -) and another 36 are

recommended for further evaluation to tie preliminary statements regarding their NRHP eligibility.

Fourteen of the multi-component sites provisiotily appear to be NRHP-eligible and another 17 remain

‘unevaluated, but may possess qtiities that would tie them eligible for the NRHP. Four of the historic

sites appear to be NRHP-eligible and seven may possess @ities that wotid de them eligible for the

NRHP pending further evaluation. h addition to the sites described, 619 isolated finds @oth prehistoric

and historic) were recorded along the proposed route.

The greatest concentration of prehistoric and mtiti-component sites are located on the A, C, and E

segments in the Modoc Plateau area. Secondary concentrations of prehistoric and multi-component sites

are found along the K and L segments. Another secondary concentration of prehistoric sites is found

along the Q segment in the Fort Sage Mountain area. Historic sites on the proposed route tend to be

concentrated along the O segment in Honey Me Valley. With the exception of the N, R, and T

segments and the North Valley Road substation location, dl Proposed Project components exhibit some

occurrences of cultural resource sites.

hpacts on significant cultural resource sit= (situ that meet NRHP eligibility criteria) wotid be mitigated

through avoidance, by selection of structure sites, d=ign of construction access, data recovery, limitation

of access, and crew education. For sites whose significance is tied to factors other than the potential of

—. the site to yield important information, mitigation wotid be accomplished through avoidance and project

design. These mitigation measures would be governed by a multi-agency Progr~tic Agreement being

developed by the BLM and implemental by a comprehensive mitigation monitoring program under the

direction of the CPUC and BLM.

4.3.2 ~oject Mtemtiv=

Wtiras Aea Mte*.ve Mi@ment (SeWent B). KEC-1703: this mtiti+omponent site contains two

probable prehistoric hunting blinds, an obsidian projectile point fragment and a bottle base.

Mtieline Plains ~te~.ve Mignments (Se~ents D, G, F, H, I). Thirty sites have been recorded on

Atemative Segment D, 10 of which appear to be significant. Two sites have been recorded on

Nternative Segment G, one of which appears to be significant. The other site recorded on Mternative

Segment G appears to be non-significant. The Madeline Plains Mternative Nignments have the potential

to result in significant impacts on 11 sites. h contrast, Proposed Segment E wotid have the potential

to restit in significant impacts on 12 sitw. The Madeline Plains Mternative Mignments would resdt in

greater potential impacts to cultural resources than Proposed Segment E.

tivetie Mteti.ve Mi@ment (Se@ent J). Mternative Segment J contains four sites, two of which

appears to be significant and which cotid experience significant impacts. k contrast, Proposed Segment

(n
K would have the potential to resdt in significant impacts on nine sites (two potential Class ~.

,,.,..,’
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East Secret Valley Uignment (Segment ESVA). Alternative Se~ent ESVA contains seven sites which

appear to be significant (one potential Class ~ and cotid experience significant tipacts. In contrast,

Proposed Se~ent L would have the potential to result in significant tipacts to 13 sites; however,

Mtemative Se~ent ESVA sites contain a higher percentage of significant dati.

Wendel Alternative Mignment (Segment M). Mtemative Segment M contains two sites which appear

to be significant and cotid experience signifiat tipacts. The six other sites recorded on Wls dtemative

appear to be non-significant. k contrast, no sites would be significantly tipacted by Proposed

Se~ent N.

West Stie of Fort Sage Mountains Mternutive Mignment (Segment P). Mtemative Segment P contains

three sites that have been recommended for firther evaluation but could experience significant fipacts.

Twelve other sites were recorded on Mternative Se~ent P which dl appear to be non-significant. In

contrast, Proposed Se~ent Q wotid result in potentially signifimt hpacts to five sites.

hng Valley Mtem&”ve Mignments (Segments S, U, Z, and WCFG&tem&.ve). Alternative Se~ent

S contiins one site that appears to be H+ligible and another requiring firther evaluation, both of

which could experience significant tipacts. Three otier sit= on Mternative Se~ent S were dso

recorded but appear to be non-signifimt. Alternative Segment U contains “three sites which appear to

be non-significant. Nternative Se~ent Z contains a single site which appears to be eligible to the ~P

and could suffer si@fimt tipacts. Mternative Se~ent WCFG contains three sites recommended for

firther evaluation which codd dso experience significant tipacts. Five other cultural resource sites were

recordd on Nternative Se~ent WCFG which appm to be non-significant. h. contrast, Proposed

Se~ent T and that portion of Proposed Seqent W to which the Long V~ley Mignrnents are an

dtemate could result in significant tipacts to ody one site, which is comon to both Proposed Segments

W and Mternative Segment Z.

Peavine Peakdte-”ve ~ignment (Segment X-East).

X-East, none of which appears to be significant. k

signifimt tipacts on three sits.

Four sites were recorded on Mternative Segment

contrast, Proposed Se~ent Y could result in

Mturas Subst&.on &ternative Site (MZl Site). One site was recorded at the Mturas Substation

Alternative site which app=s to be significant and codd result in a signifimt. In contrast, the proposed

Devils Garden Substation site could dso rwult in signifimt impacts to one site.

Border Town Substation fie-.ve Site. Use of this site wotid have the potentird of resulting in tinor

adverse tipacta on four non-significant sites, wherm use of the proposed Border Town Substation would

have the potential of minor tipact on one non-significant site.

No Project &te&.ve. The No Project Nternative wotid cause no tiediate impacts on tiltural

Resources. Over the shofi-tem (one to three years) the No Project Alternative would not likely result

in new surface duturbance and associatd potential for cultural resource impacts. Over the long-tern the

I
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No Project Mternative cotid include the construction of a major transmission facility comparable to the

Proposed Project with similar types of groundd~turbing ctiturd resource impact potential. It is assumed

that similar to the Proposed Project, significant impacts to cultural resources cotid be mitigated through

the same kinds of mitigating measures described for the Proposed Project.

4.4 ENERGY ~ ~Im

4.4.1 Reposed Project

Most of the proposed transmission line route is in a low density rural environment having relatively few

utility lines. A significant impact wodd occur if an underground or overhead utility in a roadway or

railway ROW were to be accidentily disrupted during excavation work when installing structures or

foundations for substations. This can be avoided by mapping existing utflities on construction plans, by

having the Applicant noti~ rdl utility owners at least 72 hours prior to planned work whenever there is

the possibility that construction could disrupt an existing utiity line, and by maintaining regulated

separation between project conductors and those of existing overhead electriti trmmission and

distribution lines.

ElectriM transmission is relatively efficient. Energy requirements during construction and operation

would not exceed the capacity of other utfiity services, disrupt operations, result in inefficient or

unnecessary consumption of energy, nor require significant amounts of nonrenewable resources.

No cumulative energy and utflity impacts are expected if the recommended mitigation is implemented.

4.4.2 fioject Nternativ=

The characteristic of existing uttiities along alternative segments and substation sites are stiar to those

of the Proposed Project. tipacts on public utilities and energy for dl alternative route segments would

be less than significant after mitigation. Energy requirements wotid dso be stiar.

The No Project Atemative wodd cause no immdlate energy and utflity impacts. However, such impacts

could be realized in the fiture as other energy projects could be started or augmented under the No

Project Mternative. Applying recommended mitigation to each project would ensure that existing utility

services would not be disrupted during construction.

4.5 GEOLOGY, SO~, ~ PALEONTOLOGY

The project area extends across two geologic provinces, the Modoc Plateau in the north and the Great

Basin on the south. The Proposed Project would traverse the southern part of the Modoc Plateau, an area

that is transitioti with the-Great-Basin. The geolo~ soils; and-pdeontology are-very-stiar along the

entire Proposed Project and dtemative route segments. The geological formations along the Proposed

Project and alternative routes are basically of two ~es; hard volcanic rocks, and unconsolidated

I
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sediments or moderately consolidated sedimentary rocks. The hard rocks are generally in the hills and

the soft rocks and sdiments in the valleys. Most of the valleys contained lakes during the Pleistocene

ice ages and tie sedimentary deposits are largely lake and associated basin-margin deposits. The

Proposed Project wotid traverse approximately 35 % hard rock and 65 % sediments or sedimentary rocks.

The geologic structure in the area is primarfly a basin-and-range type structure characterized by fault-

block tectonics resulting in alternating mountains (rang=) and valleys @asins) separated by faults.

However, in contrast to typical basin and range areas which are ~ified by predominantly normal faulting

fi.e., vertical displacements), the project area has several major lateral-slip faults. These occur primarily

in a narrow, northwest-trending belt called the Walker Lane. Major faults in tils system are the Honey

Lake, Likely, and Warm Springs Valley fault zones. These faults, as well as others in the region, are

capable of generating large-magnitude @ > 7) earthquakes, which could generate earthquakes with

strong ground shaking and would probably be associated with large surface displacements (5 to 15 feet).

Large voltic eruptions have not occurred in the project area in Quarternarytime, but the Cascade Range

(abutting the area to the west), has been the locus of violent explosive eruptions during historical times

and the recent geologic past.

The typ= of rocks and geologic structure of the site region are not conducive to rninerds formation or

abundant fossils. Minerals along the route comprise Iod deposits of pozzolan and aggregate. Although

fossils do occur in the sedimentary deposits, they are uncommon and are not known to be scientifically

important. Potentially significant geothed energy resources occur in Honey Lake Valley.

4.5.1 Proposed Project

Significant but rnitigable geologid impacts are of two basic typm: natural events which will occur

whether or not the project is built, and impacts resdting from construction of the project. The first type

includes fault displacement, earthquake shaking, liquefaction, landslides, expansive soils, and corrosive

soils. The impacts of these on the Proposed Project can be reduced to a level that is not significant by

avoidance or by proper engineering dwign. The potential impacts of construction comprise disturbance

of sufixcid geological formations, inducing slope ftiures, blasting, restriction of access to rninerds or

pdeontologicd resources, and erosion. Thwe can dl be mitigated to levels that are not significant;

mitigation measures include development and implementation of erosion control, rehabilitation, and

blasting pl~ to ~e grading and off-road travel, and establishing procedures for controlling erosion

(such as emplacement of erosion barriers, topsoil stockpiling, and revegetation). Minerals and

pdeontologic resources ~ be avoided.

ES-28

The ordy significant geological impact that is not completely avoidable or rnitigable is an ash fdl from

a large volcanic eruption in the Cascade Range to the wat of the Proposed Project. Such an event,

although excmdingly rare, would affect dl .facflities, including non-project facilities, down wind (i.e.,

to the at) of the source. hpacts cotid be minimized but some residud affects would be unavoidable.



There are no signifiwt unmitigable geological cumdative impacts. Construction of both the Tuscarora

Pipeline and the Nturas Transmission Line along the same approtite routes may reduce geological

impacts in the long-term over those restiting from construction along two separate rout=.

4.5.2 Project Mtemtiv=

Geologicrd, SOUS,and pdeontologid resources are gener~y regioti features, and not locally unique.

Therefore, the project alternatives cover basically the same geological terrains, formations, and structures.

b most cases, the impacts and mitigations of the alternatives are stiar to those of the Proposed Project.

Specifidly, Mternative Segment B has a minor environment advantage over Proposed Segment A,

because additionrd blasting would be required for Proposed Segment A; Mternative Segments D, G, F,

H, I, and J cross the same fadts and geologic formations as Proposed Segments E and K. However,

Mternative Segment D crosses a grwter distance of hard volcanic rock and wotid require much more

grading and blasting than Proposed Segment E. Mternative Segment J crosses a larger number of

potentially active fatits than Proposal Segment K, but the fatit that wotid be crossed by Proposed

Segment K is a much larger feature. Mternative Segment ESVA wotid require additioti grading and

blasting to Proposal Segment L. Mtemative Segment M and Proposed Segment N are similar but

Proposed Segment N wodd rquire more grading. Proposed Segment Q is similar to Mtemative Segment

P; both cross major faults, but Nternative Segment P wotid require more grading ad coincides closely

with a fault of unknown potential and thus may require specific geologid studies like Proposed Segment

Q. Mternative Segments S, U, Z, and WCFG have essentially the same geologic characteristics as

Proposed Segments T and W with no clear differences. Mtemative Segment X-East and Proposed

Segment Y are basically identid geologidly. The alternative Nturas Substation site mill Site) would

resdt in slightly greater impacts than the proposed site because additioti erosion; sfltation, and pollution

cotid occur. The alternative Border Town site (SPPCO site) is basically identid geologidly to the

proposed site. k summary, although there are minor differences, the Proposed Project and the

alternatives are very similar in terms of anticipated impacts.

Under the No Project Alternative, geologic impacts of the Proposed Project wotid not occur; however,

similar impacts could be eqected in other areas as SPPCO augments their etisting system to

accommodate for future growth.

4.6 ~ROLOGY

The project area is within two major drainage basins, the Central Valley and the Lahontan basins.

Drainage of the Central Valley drainage basin is toward the west into the Great (Central) Valley of

California. The Pit River is one of the few rivers in the project area that drains to the west. Most of

the surface drainage is toward the east into the Lahontan Basin, one of the major inted drainage basins

of the Great Basin (an area charactetied by numerous valleys with enclosed ground water basins).

Although the Proposed Project and alternatives wotid cross numerous stream channels, most of these are

intermittent features that flow ody during the winter rainy season or after snowmelt. Many of the

intermittent streams may have been affected by agrictiture and gming. Ordy ten of the streams that
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would be crossed by the Proposed Project are perennial streams and there are seven areas designated as

100-year floodplti.

The Proposed Project would extend through four major ground water basins: the Mturas, Madeline

Plains, Secret Valley,, and Honey LAe. The project area is within a basin and range me topography

where most of the basins were fdled with I&es during the Pleistocene ice ages when the climate was

cooler md wetter. Over the past 10,000-15,000 years, M but the largest I*es have dried up and the

ground water that had saturatd the vdley-fll sediients below the surface has slowly experienced a net

decline. The area is now arid to semiarid with high rates of evapotranspiration and slow rates of ground

water recharge.

4.6.1 Proposed Project

Most potential hydrologic impacts of the Proposed Project are not significant, or can be mitigated to a

level that is not significant, by avoiding streams, wetlands, and areas of shallow ground water. mere

such areas must be crossed, they’ can generally be spanned by the longer 1200-foot spacing between

structures such that the project wodd have Iitie hydrologic impact. However, five of the larger

floodplains are too wide to avoid, and as many as 30 s~ctura may have to be placed within 100-year

floodplains. h addition, the Proposed Project would cross wide areas in the Madeline Plains and the

Honey We Valley with shallow ground water (< 30 feet). Aso, many areas between structure

locations would need to be crossed by construction equipment, exposing the areas to erosion which could

lead to sediment loading of streams and wetiands downslope. Where these areas cannot be avoided or

spannd, measures can be undetien to mitigate the impacts to an insignificant level. These measures

include erosion control, river-bed crossing plans, limiting construction to periods of low water flow,

prohibition of refueling and equipment maintenance near streams and wetiands, development of Best

Management Practices, and Blasting Plrms.

With respect to cumulative impacts, the ody other project that appears to have significant impacts in

conjunction with the Proposed Project is the Tuswora Pipeline. The cumulative impacts can be reduced

to an insignificant level by application of mitigation measures described above for the Proposed Project.

4.6.2 Project Mternatives

The hydrologic fatures of the region cannot generally be avoided by alternatives which t~e other routes

across the same valleys. As such, the alternatives have the same basic potential hydrologic impacts and

require the same mitigations as the Proposed Project. For example, both Proposed Segment A and

Nternative Segment B must cross the Pit Mver and associated 100-year floodplain; however, the

Nternative Segment B crossing would be wider. Nthough Mternative Segment D crosses much less

floodplain and less areas of shallow ground water of the Madeline Plain than Proposed Segment E, the

alternative route must eventually be completd across the Plains through an interconnection with

Alternatives F, G, H, I, or J. Nternative Segment ESVA and Proposed Segment L would impose

essentially the same hydrologic impacts except that the alternative cotid affect ground water flow, since



additioti blasting wotid be required. Mternative Segment M wotid cross the margin of northeastern

Honey Lake Valley, but like its counterpart, Proposed Segment N, it does not appear to have significant

hydrologic impacts. Mternative Segment P crosses an extensive part of the Honey Lake Valley dry-lake

bed, much like Proposed Segment Q, and thus would have the same impacts on shallow ground water

and would require the same mitigation. Mternative Segment S cross= the perennial Long Valley Creek

twice via its connection with Alternative Segment U and thus wodd cause grwter impacts than the

Propos@ Segments T and W. Mtemative Segments Z and WCFG are nearly identicd to comparable

parts of Proposed Segment W. However, parts of Mternative Segment WCFG cross the lowlands of

Long Valley and thus may have a greater potential for disturbance of surface slows and ground water.

Mtemative Segment X-East is stiar to Proposed Segment Y. The alternative Nturas Substation site

mill Site) would have additiomd hydrologic impacts to that of the proposed site because it is located

in lowlands. The dtemative Border Town site (SPPCO site) is basi~y identicd hydrologically to the

Proposal site. In summary, the hydrologic impacts of alternative segments and substations would be

similar to those along the Proposed Project, offering few significant hydrologic advantages.

Under the No Project Alternative, the hydrologic impacts described above wotid not occur; however,

similar impacts could be realized in other areas as the Applicant augments their existing system.

4.7 LAND USE, RECREA~ON, AND EDUCA~ONAL, ~LIGIOUS, OR SC~mC U~

The land crossed by the proposed and alternative transmission line routes is about U percent private land

and 56 percent public land. The proposed and alternative routes cross mtiy private land under county

jurisdiction and public land managed by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management @LM, USFS, SM,

and California State Lands Commission. The land in the area of the proposed routes is predominantly

undeveloped. The main uses of the undeveloped private land are grazing, open space, and wildlife

habitat. The main usti of the undeveloped public land are grazing, recreation, open space, and wildlife

habitat. The primary recreatioti uses in the area of the proposed and dtemative rout= are big game,

upland game, and waterfowl hunting; hbg; horseback riding; photography; off-road vehicle driving;

and pleasure driving. Undeveloped, partially developed, and developed r~identid subdivisions on private

land occur scattered in the area around the proposal and dtemative routes. Pockets of rural residentird

development and commercial development occur around the towns and cities crossed by or near the

proposed md alternative routes. More urban residential and commercial development occurs along the

proposed and dtemative routes in the City of Reno, Nevada.

4.7.1 Proposed fiojti

The significant, mitigable land use impacts of constructing the Proposal Project include the temporary

loss of the use of grazing land adjacent to the ROW, loss of grazing -S through open fences or

gates, and temporary loss of the use of cropland. Mitigation measur= proposed for these significant

impacts cdl for: coordmting with BLM, USFS, and the permitters to ensure protection of range

P I
improvements and livestock water sources; constructing temporary btiers across sections of removed

,.,...,. fen~ig; and closing gates after they are opened. Construction wodd dso result in non-significant.



disturbances to residential and recreatioti us= (e.g., increases in noise, dust, odors, and traffic; visual

intrusion of equipment and materials; restricted, blocked, or detoured access). Mitigation measures

proposed to reduce construction d~turbances to residential uses include: mailing notices regarding future

project construction to property owners, residents, and tenants; posting btiletins in neighborhoods;

publishing notices in newspapers; and appointing a public affairs officer. ~pacts to recreational uses

could be reduced by posting bWetins regarding future project construction along the access routes to

known recreatioti destination that would be restricted, blocked, or detoured; and developing alternative

transportation routes.

Operating the Proposed Project wotid result in the significant, non-mitigable degradation of the quality

of residential uses as a restit of a permanent change in the character of the reddentid environment due

to the visual impacts of the project structures and public Em concerns. Designing the Proposed Project

such that the transmission line structures are not placed within 300 feet of existing rwidences is proposed

by SPPCO to partially reduce this significant impact. Significant recreation impacts would occur at the

fornudly-designated Lassen Red Rocks Scenic Area due to adverse effects on the scenic quality of this

area. Significant land use impacts wodd dso occur to State WilWife Areas @oyle and Hallelujah

Junction) due to the degradation of the State land from the presence of the project facilities and associated

cotiicts with estiblishd State dnectives regarding wfldife areas. This impact cotid be mitigated by

providing the CDFG with compensatory land contiguous to the Wtidife Areas. Significant recreational

land use impacts wotid dso occur because of a change in character of the environment at the Tule Patch

Spring Rest Area, Meti Caverns Batieground and Memorial Monument, Lassen Red Rocks Scenic

Area, Peavine Mountain Area, Rancho San Rafael Park, and Daggert Canyon.

Non-significant land use impacts of operating the Proposed Project include: disturbances to residential

and recrmtioti uses during maintenance of the line (e.g., increases in noise, dust, odors, and traffic);

degradation of the quality of recreationrd uses as a restit of a change in the character of the recreational

environment due to the visti impacts of the project structures and their interference with recreational

activities; temporary, intermittent loss of the use of grwing land as a restit of disturbance to gr=ing

-S during line maintenance; and permanent loss of the use of gr~g land and cropland due to the

presence of the project structur=. Mhigation measures proposed to reduce disturbances to residentid,

recr~tioti, and agricdturd uses during line maintenance are included in the environmentrd impact

Mys= of Air Qudi~, Noise, and Transportation and Traffic.

Constructing new access roads, upgrading existing roads, blading rough areas for overland travel, and

placing permanent transmission structures along the ROW would result in significant disturbances to

residentid, recreatioti, and agricultural uses as a rmult of an increase in opportunities for human access

to relatively undeveloped areas. Mitigation measures proposed for the significant increase in human

access are included in the environmen~ impact dysm of Biologid Resources and tilturd Resources,

The Proposed Project may be inconsistent with Modoc County General Plan policies and BLM Lahontm

Resource Management Plan Standard Operatkg Procedures (SOPS) regarding construction activities. In

addition, the Proposed Project wodd co~ict with Federd re@ations regarding Wfldemess Study Areas



~SA) by crossing a portion of the Skedaddle WSA, depending on the location of tie actual project-.
/ ~,

\ centerline within the 660-foot wide study corridor. ~ls cotiict could be avoided by moving the

Proposed Project ROW centerline to the southwest along Segment O within the existing study corridor.

The significant cumulative impacts of the Proposal Project include: curntiative disturbances during

construction of the Proposed Project and other fiture projects in Modoc County and Lassen County, and

potential EMF concerns to an increased population in the project area. Mitigation measures proposed .

for curndative project impacts cdl for coordmting with the proponents of Proposed Projects wifi,

adjacent to, or near the trmmission line ROW or substation sit= to ~e cumulative construction

impacts; and considering a minimum setback of 300 feet from the transmission line or substations of any

future occupied structure on parcels crossed by the Proposed Project. The cumulative disturbances during

construction of the Proposed Project and other future projects in Sierra County would not be significant.

4.7.2 Project Mte-tives

Constructing and operating the Mturas Mignment (Mternative Segment B), Wendel Migmnent

(Nternative Segment ~, and West Side of Fort Sage Mountains Mignment (Nternative Segment P)

would dso result in land use impacts. Constructing Mternative Segment B would result in the non-

significant temporary loss of use of the driving range of the Arrowhead Golf Course during project

construction. The significant, mitigable land use impacts of Mternative Segment B include the permanent

loss of a sA1 portion of the driving range of the Arrowh~d Golf Course due to the presence of the

project structures. Designing the Proposed Project such that the project structures are placed outside or

on the boundary of the driving range of the Arrowhead Golf Course is proposed as mitigation for this

significant impact. The East Secret Valley Mignrnent (Mternative Segment ESVA) would avoid

significant land use impacts associated with Proposed Segment L, but would cross a stil portion of the

Five Springs WSA, thus cotiicting with BLM re~ations. This impact could be avoided by relocating

. Ntemative Segment ESVA slightly to the wwt.

Constructing Mternative Segment M would result in non-significant impeded movement of truck traffic

to and from the Wendel Solid Waste Transfer Station. The mitigation measure proposed to reduce this

traffic impedance calls for noti~ing the Lassen County Public Works Department regarding the schedule

for constructing Mternative Segment M md the extent of use of Wendel Road. Degradation of the

recreatioml experience of riders at the Fort Sage Off-Highway Vehicle Arm would be a significant

impact of constructing and operating Mternative Segment P. Riders wodd be disturbed and restricted

in their use of trails during project construction, and the presence of the project structures would restrict

their use of the trtis and pose h=ds to their safety. Designing the Proposed Project such that project

structures are not placed within or adjacent to the motorcycle and dl terrain vehicle trtis, dirt access

roads, or paved accms roads of the Fort Sage Off Highway Vehicle Area is proposed as mitigation.

Mtemative Segments S and U would eliminate the recreation impacts associated with the proposed

‘o
crossing of the Red Rocks Scenic Area by Segment T. Mternative Segment WCFG would impose

{~.......’ additioti land use impacts to residences in Border Town.



The alternative substation sites ~il site in Mturas and SPPCO site in Border Town) would both impose

additioti land use impacts since both sites would be located closer to more sensitive receptors than the

proposed substation sites.

Under the No Project Mternative the land use impacts wotid not occur. However, as SPPCO augments

its system to remdy existing limitations and to accommodate for fiture growth, similar land use impacts

could occur in other areas.

4.8 NOISE

4.8.1 Proposed ~oject

There are approximately 10 sensitive receptors (mostly residences or groups of residences) within close

proximity to the Proposed Project corridor that wotid experience severe noise levels during project

construction. A significant short-term (construction) noise threshold was defined as an increase in

ambient daytime level of 15, or mo~e, dBA (decibels, A-weighted). The impacted receptors are scattered

non-uniforrrdy along the route. A significant noise level would be temporary (one to several days) for

those receptors within 2,000 feet of the centerline in a quiet, rural environment. Recommended

mitigation wotid reduce noise impacts to a level that is less than significant. This would consist of

reducing equipment noise to the maximum feasible extent by confining construction activities to approved

daytime hours; notifyiig persom near the Proposed Project ten days prior to impending construction;

providing tips on reducing noise in-ion and on how to inform SPPCO of a timing cotiict with an

outdoor event; and procedures for ashg questiom and resolving complaints.

Noise is one of the ways in which construction activities would disturb wildlife species (see Section 4.2,

above). Measures proposed to reduce biological impacts would rdso reduce noise disturbance insensitive

habitats.

Helicopters would be used in transporting and erecting transmission structures in some remote or

biologically semitive areas. These locations, however, are generally remote and the noise impact would

be brief, resulting in non-signifimt impact.

Noise along the tr-rnission line during operations would be produced by corona discharge in wet

weather. This impact is considered non-significant, as the circumstances under which corona noise would

raise the ambient level by 10 dBA or more are exceptioti. Vehicles used in maintenance, in an annual

inspection of the transmission line, and in repair activities wotid dso produce non-significant noise levels.

Helicopter noise, generated in an annual inspection flyby, would dso be non-significant.

Curmdative noise impacts wodd occur if utility construction, utility repair projects, roadway construction

projects, or construction on a property near the corridor were to occur simultaneously with construction

of the transmission line. The combined noise effect, however, wotid not be significantly greater thm

that produced by the louder of the two projects. Thus, cumdative incremental noise effects are not

I ‘1



significant. Use of the Tuscarora Pipeline staging area in Wvendde by the Proposed Project would,,
( \

,; extend the duration of noise impacts affecting residents, however, tier mitigation the impact wodd be

non-significant. ,

4.8.2 Reject Mternatives

The number of sensitive receptors along individud alternative route segments are in some cases more,

Wd in other cases less than those near the comparable segments of the Proposed Project route. Degree

of impact is approximately proportioti to the number of sensitive receptors along each dtemative

segment that would experience more than 15 dBA of additioti construction noise when compared to the

number for the proposed route segment that would be replaced. Mtemative segments that would involve

greater constmction noise impact because of more nearby human receptors are: Mternative Segment B

(ten versus one for Proposal Segment A); Mternative Segments F and G (four plus one, respectively,

versus none for Proposed Segment E); Mternative Segment ESVA (one versus eight for Proposed

Segment L); Mternative Segment X-East (two versus none for Mternative Segment ~. The dtemative

segments with a lesser noise impact are Mternative Segment J (none versus one for Ntemative Segment

K) and Mternative Segment ESVA (1 versus 7 for the affected portion of Nternative Segment L). No

noise impacts would occur affecting people along the other alternative segments, as well as those for the

proposed route that would be replaced. Wfldife along some rdternative segments would experience

greater impact, as described more Mly in Section 4.2.2. Noise impacts for the alternative substation sites

are expected to be simiIar to the proposed substation sites. The alternative substation site in Border
1,

Town, however, would need care~ design and mitigation to not impact a nearby residence.—

Under the No Project Mternative, the noise impacts of the Proposal Project would not occur. However,

similar noise impacts could occur in different locations to those described above, as the Applicant

supplements Weir system to accommodate for existing and projected system needs.

4.9.1 ~oposed Project

Overhead transmission lines are an element of the electric supply system that provides service to homes

and busin~ses. In recent yms, a growing interest has evolved regarding the potential effects associated

with the elatrid environment around high voltage power lines-in partictiar, the potential hedb effects

associated with electric and magnetic fields (Ems).

Power frequency Ems are phenomem that occur when electricity is produced and transported. Electric

fields are created when there is a difference in the amount of electrid charge on objects. The term

electric field, as is commofly used, refers to electric field intensity and is measured in units of volts or

kilovolts per meter (kV/m). Electric fields exist any time there is a voltage difference between objects.
/(> For example, when an appliance is plugged in, but not
—,’, vicinity of the device and wiring leading to it. The term
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turned on, an electric field still exists in the

magnetic fields, as comrnody used, refers to



magnetic flux density which in the United States, is measured in the unit of milligauss (mG). Magnetic

fields exist when electrical current flows through a device or on wires (e.g., when an appliance is plugged

in and turned on).

EMF Adulations were performed on the proposed Mturas Transmission Line Project for the proposed

structure configurations: the 345 kV and 230 kV H-frame horizonti, and 345 kV single-pole vertical

cotilgurations. The resdts showed that the maximum 345 kV electric field measured at the edge of the

160 foot H-frame right-of-way would be 1.18 kV/m, the maximum measurement within the ROW would

be 4.54 kV/m. For the 230 kV H-frame right-of-way (125 feet wide) the maximum electric field at the

edge of the right+f-way would be 2.4 kV/rn, the maximum measurement within the right-of-way would

be 4.83 kV/m. The magnetic fields measured at the edge of the 160 foot H-frame right-of-way would

be a maximum of 17 mG; w~e the maximum within the right-of-way would be 86 mG.

While there are no regulations in California or Nevada that re@ate EMFs, there area few states that

do have regulations limiting electric andor magnetic field exposures at the edge of transmission ROWS.

These regulations limit field levels of new lines to the same levels that occur along ROWS of existing

lines. With the exception of the r=identid electric field standard of 1 kV/m in Montana, at the edge of

the right-of-way the Proposed Project meets the existing standards for rdl states. However, since the

Proposed Project would be located at least 300 feet from most sensitive receptors, including residential

areas (exceptions are a single-family residence on Segment L and an apartment complex on Segment X),

at this distance the electric field vduw would be below the 1 kV/m Montana standard.

Regulations in California and Nevada have not been established because long-term health effects of EMFs

have not been conclusively determined. Epidemiologic studies continue to be conducted, as are studies

of the biological mechanisms that maybe causing health effects. Since the existing body of evidence does

not conclusively support a link bemeen hdth effects and magnetic fields, the CPUC has recommended
‘that utflities use low~cost or n~cost mitigation measures for rducing EMFs when constructing new

electrical facilities. SPPCO has incorporated several techniques for reducing EMF levels into the design

of the Proposed Project. These measures, include optimizing conductor phasing, changing conductor

cotilguration, and rducing the spacing between conductors.

k addition to the possible EMF effects associated with the Proposed Project, other possible Public Safety

and Health impacts are audible noise, radio and television interference, ozone production, cardiac

pacemaker interference, induced currents and voltages in conductive objects, fuel ignition, shock h=ds,

and hazardous materials. Many of these impacts are addressed in Federd and State Regulations and in

the Natioti Electric Safety Code WSC). Accordingly, the Proposed Project would be required to meet

current regulations -withpr=cribed design, construction ad post-construction procedures.

The ofly cumulative impact associated with the Proposed Project, related to Public Safety and Health

would involve the subsequent instigation of the Tuscarora Gas Pipeline Project. Due to the close

proximity of the NO Proposal Projects, the possibility exists for currents and voltages to be induced on

the pipeline from the transmission line. NESC requires that trmrnission lines be designed so that no
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more than 5 mini-amperes of short circuit current wfll flow through a person’s body when contacting an—..‘!, object of large dimensions beneath a transmission line.I With proper grounding techniques on the

pipeline, this requirement can be met.

4.9.2 Project Atemtiv=

The analysis dso investigated the impact of EMFs for the proposal alternative routes, substation sites,

and the No Project Alternative required by CEQA. Ml routing alternative and substation sites would

have similar EMF impacts due to the similarity between line designs, Iod terrain and popdation

densities. No EMF impacts wotid occur under the No Project Mternative. However, EMF impacts

could occur in the future since transmission lines wodd need to be constructed at other locations to

replace the capacity that was to be provided by the Proposed Project.

k summary, the EMF impacts of the Mturas Transmission Line Project can be limited through proper

design and routing. h addition, the associated effects of audible noise, radio and television interference,

ozone production, cardiac pacemaker interference, induced currents and voltages in conductive objects,

fuel ignition, shock hazards, and hmdous materials wotid result in non-significant impacts.

4.10 SOCIOECONO~CS ~ P~LIC SERWC~

4.10.1 Proposed Project

The project corridor includes, from north to south, the California counties of Modoc, Lassen, and Sierra,

and Washoe County in Nevada. The Reno area in Washoe County represents the ody urban area in the

study area, accounting for ahnost 90 percent of the employment and 87 percent of the population in the

corridor. Employment patterns in the more rural California counties are seasoti, with unemployment

peaking in winter. Government jobs represent more than 40 percent of the jobs in the rural counties,

compared to less than 14 percent in Washoe County, which is hig~y dependent on jobs in tourist services

and trade. The number of jobs in Modoc CounW decreased over the past 10 years, wtie the growth in

jobs in Lassen County can be attributed to e~ansion of a state prison.

In terms of population characteristics, Modoc and Sierra Counties are slow growing counties with a large

proportion of elderly residents. Housing prices and rents are relatively low in the three California

countiw, and more than 20 percent of the housing stock in Modoc and Lassen counties are mobile homes,

reflecting their rural character.

1 Most of the corridor is very rural, with few public services. Fire protection is within the jurisdiction of

the Bureau of Land Management for much of the corridor, with other areas within the.jurisdiction of the

. California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, U.S. Forest Service ~odoc and Toiyabe National

Forests), the Nevada Division of Forestry, the City of Reno Fire Department, and several rural fire

7 departments. Police protection for most of the corridor is provided by county sheriffs departments.

I

I

Ii
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The primary socioeconomic impacts of the project wotid be the direct and indirect impact of the

construction employment required to build the transmission line and substations. Approximately 110

person years of construction labor would be required, with a maximum or 185 workers during the month

of June 1996 if the Proposed Project procefi on schedtie. Teams of workers would provide their

functions along the 165 tie corridor. Wle Reno has a large available construction labor force, most

work in the northern counties would be provided by non-resident workers temporarily living in Susanville

and Nturas. At most, 40 workers would be seeking temporary housing in these communities, which

should provide a minor beneficial impact.

The value of the project improvements would be approximately $120 million, and property values would

increase to reflect this level of investment. This would include acquisition of property and easements,

which would provide compemation to property owners whose property value would be adversely affected

by a transmission line. Depending on the alternative selected, there cotid be viewsheds affected by the

transmission line, which could result in significant impacts on property values in a very limited number

of casw where acquisition is not warranted. These impacts would be reduced to an imignificant level

by the applicant siting project facilities in such a ~er as to ~e visual impacts.

The Proposal Project is not expected to have significant adverse impacts on any public services and

should provide a minor beneficial impact to 10A government *cc, providing property tax revenues

in excess of required public services.

The Tuscarora Natural Gas Pipeline Project will be completed by December,

any cumulative impacts on population growth or demand for public services

1995, so there will not be

4.10.2 Project Mtemtiv=

There would be few discernible differences between the alternatives in terms of socioeconomic and

public services. Each of the alternative alignments, wodd pass through the same counties, and thus the

setting would be the same. The labor force requirements would be comparable, and none of the

alternatives would Muse significant disruption of business or residential patterns in the corridor.

Depending on the location of substations and miles of transmission line in each county, the fiscal benefits

of the project would be shared in a different ratio. None of the alternatives woul~ have significant

impacts on public services.

Under the No Project Mternative, dl current socioeconomic and public service trends would continue

in the California counties as they are at pr~ent. h the Reno area, a shortage of electricity could restrict

future growth rates.
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4.11 ~SPORTA~ON AND ~C
(:

4.11.1 Proposed Project

The Proposed Project would have an impact on the study area’s transportation system as the construction

and operation of the project would affect public roadways, rail lines, and mvigable airspace.

Constmction impacts wotid occur where the route crosses or parallels roadways.

The traffic impacts that cotid occur during construction include roadway blockages, increased congestion,

decreased safety, blocked access to property, disruptions to pedestritiicycle circulation, and

interference with emergency response vehicles. The duration of these impacts would be one to three

days. Construction impacts wotid be significant, but rnitigable. k addition, there wodd be adverse,

but non-significant impacts causti by increased trfic vohunes, construction activities within proximity

to rail lines, and the need to park or store vehicles and equipment during construction.

During operation, the Proposed Project would have negligible traffic impacts urdess a major accident or

structural failure were to occur and a roadway or rti line would be blocked for an extended period of

time. This impact would be si~cant and unmitigable.

According to the guidelines of the Federd Aviation Administration (FAA), the Proposed Project would

.- have a significant impact on aviation activities if a strucmre, crane, or wire were to extend into navigable
if,, , airspace. This impact would occur at the fo~owing locations: (1) Segment A passes witi 7,000 feet

of a runway at the Alturas Municipal Airport (2) Segment K as it passes within 4,000 feet of a runway

at tie Ravendde Airport; and (3) Segment O as it passes within 5,500 feet of “theAmdee Airfield at

Sierra Army Depot. h addition, wires cotid obstruct mvigable airspace if they hang across a depression

in terrain (vrdley, canyon, etc.). Navigable airspace impacts wotid be significant, but mitigable.

Mthough the airspace around private landing strips is not subject to the FAA restrictions, it shotid be

noted that Segment C of the Proposti Project pass= within 700 feet of the WeSinger personal landing

strip southwest of Mturas. h addition, wires and structurw may create a safety h-d for crop sprayers

and other private aircraft. Three impacts would be adverse, but not significant since private facilities are

not regulated and do not fdl withii the auspices of FAA.

tiulative traffic impacts wodd occur on the roadways and rail lines affected by the Proposed Project

if other construction activities such as roadway construction or property development projects were to

be implemented sirmdtaneously with the Proposed Project. The cumdative traffic impacts would be

significant, but mitigable.

4.11.2 Project Atemtives

(-) The traffic and rail impacts of the dtemative segments and substations wotid be virtually the same as for
\ -. proposed route exwpt that different locations would be affectd. While trfic and rail impacts could be
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slightiy more or 1=s for each alternative site, these impacts could be mitigated to a less than significant

level. ,

With regard to aviation impacts, Nternative Segment B passes within 3,700 feet of a runway at the

Mturas Municipal Awort, as opposed to 7,000 feet for Proposed Segment A; Mtemative Segment G

would disrupt existing crop spraying operations by Lyneta Farms; Mternative Segment J wotid eliminate

the constraints associated with Proposti Segment K (which runs withii 4,000 feet of the Ravendde

Airport); and Proposed Segment Q would travel closer to Herlong Airport than Alternative Segment P.

The aviation impacts associated with the other alternative segments and substations would be comparable

to the Propos* Project.

Under the No Project Mternative the t!affic, rail, and aviation impacts associated with the Proposed

Project would not occur. However, comparable traffic, rail, and aviation impacts could occur in other

areas as the Applicant augments its

4.12 WSU& ~O~C~

tipacts to visual resources within

existing system with other trmmission andor generation projects.

the Proposed Project study area could result from various project

activities including: structure and line construction, substation construction, establishment of construction

staging areas .ad access roads, and project operation. The factors considered in determining impacts to

visual resources included: (1) scenic quality of the project site and vicinity, (2) available visurd access

and visibility (including frequency and duration that the landscape is viewed), (3) viewing distance and

degree to which the Proposed Project wotid dominate the view of the observer, (4) tie resulting contrast

of the proposed activities or facilities with existing visti resources, and (5) the level of public interest

in the existing landscape characteristics and concern over potential changes.

Construction impacts on visual resources would result from the presence of equipment, materials, and

work force at the substation sites, staging areas, and along the route; as well as the temporary alteration

of landforms and vegetation along the ROW. Construction activities wotid be most visible along those

portions of the Proposed Project adjacent to major travel corridors (such as U.S. 395 and Hwy 299) or

in close proximity to communities (such as Aturas). The visual impacts associated with construction

would be minor, due to the relatively short duration of project construction. Additionrdly, several

mitigation measures are presented to further reduce anticipated visual impacts.

Long-term visual resource impacts wotid result from the introduction of substations, transmission line

structures, conductors and new or upgraded access roads into the existing viewsheds from residences,

urban areas, travel corridors and recreation areas. tipact significance would depend on the quality and

sensitivity of the existing visual resour=s, the degree to which the project components contrast with the

established resource values, and the extent to which the impacts can be seen. k those cases where long-

term significant visti impacts occur, opportunities for impact mitigation are fairly limited and consist

ofi (1) relocating the route to a less impact-sensitive location, (2) lowering structure heights, and (3)
)
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installing vegetation of sufficient height immediately adjacent to the viewing point to screen views of the.-.
/: project.

4.12.1 Woposed Project

Much of the proposed route wotid result in visti impacts that are adverse, but not significant because

the route segment is rnitily noticeable, creat~ low degrees of visual contrast and landscape change,

and has limited visti acc=s @rimarfly due to remote location and a relatively few number of viewers).

Portions of Proposed Segment A wotid restit in significant, but mitigable visual impacts caused by ‘

struc~re s~lining above ridgelines. However this impact cotid be mitigated by reducing the structure

heights. Proposed Segment L from Angle Point LOl to L08 wotid dso rmtit in significant visual

impacts that could be mitigated by substituting the East Secret Valley Aignment (Mternative Segment

ESVA) for Proposed Segment L.

Portions of the proposed route wotid cause significant, unmitigable visual impacts due to the transmission

line’s visual prominence as a foreground feature in areas characterimd by high scenic quality and high

visual access (characteristidly along major travel corridors or in the vicinity of established communities).

h such lomtions the transmission line wodd typidly resdt in a significant degradation of scenic quality

and cause a moderate to strong degree of visual contrast and landscape change. Proposed route segments

that would result in significant unmitigable visual impacts include: Segment A (A03 to A06), Segment
-.. C (C08 to C09), Segment E (E02 to E08), Segment K @08 to K05), Segment N @02 to M03),

Segment O ~3 to 003), dl of Segments R and T, and Segment X at the Border Town Substation.

Of particular note, Segment T wotid result in significant umnitigable impacts to the fodlydesignated

Lassen Red Roth Scenic Area.

4.12.2 Project Ntemtiv=

Aftnrm AreaMternative Mignment (Segment B). This alignment wodd result in significant, unmitigable

visual impacts, due to its visual prominence in scenic views from major travel corridors and residential

areas in the vicini~ of Al~as.

Mtieline Ptins Htemative Mignments (Se~ent D, F, G, H, ati I). Of the four dtemative route

segments comprising the Madeline Plains Nternative Nignments (Segments D, F, G, H, and ~, ody

Segment I wotid result in significant visti impacts. Segments D, F, G, and H would restit in adverse,

I but non-significant impacfi and wotid reduce visual impacts compared to Proposed Segment E.

I
hvetie Mtemti”ve Afignment (Se~ent J). This dignrnent would result in adverse, but non-

significant visual impacts and wotid reduce visual impacts compared to Proposed Segment K.

East Secret VWV Mignment (Segment ESVA). Mternative Segment ESVA wotid substantially reduce

p) significant, unavoidable visual impacts along U.S. 395 associated with Proposed Segment L.
.,-.
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Wendel titernti.ve Migmnent (Segment M). That portion of the Wendel Mternative Alignment

converging on Wendel Road (Angle Point M02 to M03) would resdt in significant, non-mitigable visual

impacts as viewed from Wendel Road. The remainder of Mternative Segment M wodd result in adverse,

but non-significant visti impacts.

West Side of Fort Sage Mountains Mte@”ve Mignment (Se~ent P). Most of this alignment (Angle

Point P02, to P09) would result in significant, unmitigable visual impacts. The remainder of Wls

alignment would rwult in adverse, but non-significant visti impacts.

hng Valley &te&.ve Mipments (Segments S, U, Z, and WCFG). Segments S, U and WCFG would

result in significant, unmitigable visti impacts. With respect to Segments S and U, it should be noted

these impacts would be to an area of lesser sensitivity that is not fotily designated as a scenic area as

is the area crossed by the corraponding Proposed Project Segment T. Segment Z would result in

adverse, but non-si@cant visti impacts.

Pearine Peak Nternative Uignment (Segment X-East). This alignment would result in significant,

unmitigable visual impacts.

Substation ~te~”ve Sties. The Mturas Substation Mternative (referred to as the Mill Site Ntemative),

would result in significant, unmitigable visual impacts. k comparison, the proposed Nturas Substation

would resdt in adverse, but non-significant visti impacts. The Border Town Substation Alternative

would be located adjacent to the Proposed Border Town Substation site and would result in the same

degree of visual impact as the Proposed Project—adverse, but non-significmt.

No Project Mte_”ve. Under the No Project Alternative, the visual impacts described above would not

occur. However, stiar visual impacts could occur in other geographic locations as the Applicant

pursues short- and long-term system upgrades needed to accommodate the projected system loads that the

Proposed Project is designed to address.

An dysis was conducted to addr=s the question of whether the impacts of the Proposed Project and

alternatives may disproportionately affect minority poptiations and low-income populations by analyzing

the distributioti patterns of these popdations on a regioti basis. The unit of analysis in tils EWS for

impacts on minority populations and low-income populations is the census tract. Baseline data provided

to conduct the ~ysis are from the 1990 U.S. Census of Poptiation and Housing (1992 revisions).

Minority and income data tend to be fairly homogeneous for Modoc, Msen, and Sierra Counties and

are dso similar to data for other rural northeastern California counties. The North Valley Substation,

where the Proposed Project would terminate, is located in census tract number 15 in Reno, Nevada.

Census tract number 15 has the highest minority percentage of any potentially affected tract in the study

area, and has a considerably low income level. By Iootig at minority and income data at a finer level



of detail than the census tract @lock group data), it is evident that the high minority and low-income
.\,, poptiations are concentrated in the southern portion of census tract 15 (south of McCarran Blvd.), far

away from the potential effects of the Proposed Project. h general, the demographic analysis

demonstrates that the distribution of minority and low-income populations along the Proposed Project

route, including consideration of alternative rout= and projects, does not offer the potential for

disproportionate impact.

This Section includes the hpact Summary Tabl= for the Proposed Project and alternative alignments and

substation sites. These tablw tabulate in concise form dl of the significant impacts and mitigation

measures identified in Part C, orgtied by class of impact and environment issue area.

o



l~ACT S~RY TABLW,CLASSI

Class I Impacts: Significant, Cannot Be Mitigated To A Level That k Not Significant

l~e to contexLsetting, feeling, or I C,O lProposedSegmentsK,O
associationof cultural“resour~esites -

Alternative SegmentsESVA,
s

Degradationof quality of recreational land uses o ProposedSegmentsA,
resulting from permanentchange in character of C,E,K,L,O,Q,T,and W
recreationalenvironment

Alternative SegmentsB,
DFGJPZ99s9s

Final EIWS, November 1995
,.. .
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———.—-———————————————- .. .——

,-
resource sit~sby flaggin~monitoring. refidual adverse

effects remain
C-2 Treat unevaluatedor NMP sites as significant

cultural sites. If avoidance is not possible,
implement site-specificsteps to reduce impacts.

C4 Place permanent facilities as far as possible from
significant cultural resource sites. I

:gional; tra;sm~ssion-line ~ructu;es are n;t placed within -
)ngterm 300 feet of existing residences, The separation

distance between receptors and the centerline shal
be maximized for receptors located less than 300
feet from the centerline. I

,on&term bll Provide Toiyabe National Forest with Significant
compensatoryland suitable for recreational uses.

,ocal, short term T-12 Prepare an emergency response plan which Significant if majo
addressesdisruptionsto the transportationsystem accidentoccurs
in case of a major accident or failure. Maintain
constant readiness to implement plan if necessary,
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IMPACTSUM~RY TABLES,CLASSI

,,,.::.:;.:..:..,.,,:‘ :ImpictD@scription;j:::“:::! “~;, ~,,..,,:,Irnp,ticf:zocti!ig.ri;;:’::;::<~~:;$.$$$~y:;;:””:“:’ : :!:::.”;;::;::::.:.
,..,,,.,.

~itigatj@ti”:Mehsti f6fi’j ::<:,~>.;jj .,;% ;ResidJ;$l’lrn~~cf~,<.:.................. ... :......... .. .:.................. ... : ..,,,.... .............:.::...:.::::,:.: :..:::.,,:..:. >.;:::j.::’:fsefrne.nt?:::.:.;.:::.:.:.;:. .::‘“”””’:““:::”:””~~.:::; : ~:: ‘ ;:: :.::.<:<~:~:::$.::;::::.(:2?.:“;(.::! “: “:::::::::”~::.:::“’’~:?’ ;~”:;:::“’’:’”;’.,,,,,,:,,,.,,,:,:.::.:.. ...:.: ..,.,.....,,,,,,,,,:,,.,,,,... ,..:... .. : .. ..... ,., ,..:.:.,.,.,,.:..: .....:...,.,:.... :,.:
.......::,.,..;.: .:. .::::.::,.:.:..:....:.;.: ..:... .,.,.,>,.......,.:,.,..,.?:.:.:.: :.:,...:,.:............ .... ....;:.:>:;.:::.:..,.. .,:.:.,:...::.....:.::.:“..,, .. ..::,.. . ...... . ... ...,..:.:..:..:.. ...,.:,.,:.. :; .yIsUA~RESOUR:E~~;; ~:~[~:~”:+:’:$~,’:,j: $;:i~’~?’’$~:;;::;’:...;’ ““.“;:j~’”.;“”:““”:::”:““”’::;:;..:::...:: ,,:,,:;:::.,:: ..:: ..:.::,,:::,,,,,,.,..:...... :..:..:. ........ ,,.,.::.::::::,!:!::.>.:...: :::.“.:.. ::.:.;:: .:?.,,.,.:,.,;,,:, ,......,,. :::.,:

ii~nificantdegradationof scenic quatiw and o ProposedSegments: A03- Regional; long- ‘-10PreDarea LandscaDinePlan for the Border To\vn [Significant
A06, C08-C09, E02-E08, term
E08-K05. LOi-L08. N02- /r;ation of m;derate-to-strong visual contrast

nd landscapechange. Generallyhas high
Iegreeof visual access.

)iminished scenic quality of vie\vsfrom Tule
‘atch Spring Rest Stop and from HW 395.

M03, M03-003, P09-R02,
R02-T02, V05-XOI. “

Alternative Segments:
Segment B(all), Segment I
(all), MOl-M02, P02-P09,
R02-SOl. S02-SNOI.
Segment U (all), ~05-
W08, Se~mentX-East (all).

Hnal EIWS, November 1995

0 Proposed Segment L Local; Iong-tem
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Su~stationto mini~fi the visual impact of the
substationon Border To\vn residentsand U.S. 39$
motorists.

Jo mitigation available Significant
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I~ACT SUWRY TABLES,CLASSII

Class U Impacts: Significant, Can Be Mitigated To A Level That Is less Than Significant

,,:,,:,:,,,. . ........ ........ .. ... .:,:,:.,,y.:,.:....
articulateemissionsfrom construction

TemporaV and permanent loss of special
status plants and habitats

Overlandtravel disturbanceto plant
communities

Final EI~, November 1995

‘...‘J

-:..,::.. . ...,.... .... . .... ....-.-,,,,,, ......... ..,,.,,,.,:-.-.,.,..
c $:~~e:~d and Alternative lLocal, Regional,

,
:,,,.,,. ....,:::,j.:.,:,:,:...: .............::........:,.:,.:.:..,.,:,.:..:,,:,,:,,,,.,.,,,,.,,,..,:.::.:,....:............... .B~~~q.. ,,)::!...:,,:.,:;:~:;:j;;;:~;:;V ::~:. ~,, ::::,::::,

,... :,,:::.: :.:.:.: :....:,.. :.:.,., ,. :,:,.,: .,:::,::..:::::,: ::::::::::::::::fi,; ,:,.:,.: ,., ,..:, ,, ,,,.. . ....... ........ ........ ., ... ..

C,o ProposedSegments A,C,E,K,
L,N,Q,R,T,W,X,Y,Z,Devils
Garden and Border Town
Substations

Alternative Segments D,G,J,
ESVA,M,P,S,U,Z,WCFG,X-
East

C,o ProposedSegments C,E,K, and
L

—

(Q~:~ysQw...... ,.,.,..........,,.,............
,ocal

local

,ocal
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Plan, detailing measu~es~omitig~te potential impacts.
Describe schedule for watering and water transportation
and storage.

Reduce particulate emissions (dust) by applying water to
disturbed constmction areas until the soil coatings or
other approved dust control measures are applied.
Cover stockpiledsoil; cover soil loads while in transit.

Increase dust control watering when wind speedsexceed
15 miles per hour, depending upon the soil moisture
content.

Confine constructionactivities to the specified areas

L-2

L-3

44
within the ROW and substation sites with the exception
of staging areas and ROW access.

avoid surface removal of significant plant communities;
where not avoided, use restoration and offsite
compensationper Community and Habitat Restoration
Plan (with contingencyplan) and Offsite Compensation
Plan to be prepared by SPPCOunder the supervisionof
responsibleagencies.

B-2 Avoid surface removal of volcanic vertisol plant
communities; flag allowable travel routes and
constructionareas to avoid; cease activities if ruts
greater than 6“ deep for more than 100 feet.

B-3 Avoid special status species if possible flag allowable ~ot significant
travel routes and construction areas prior to
construction; if not avoided, use restoration and offsite
compensation,per restoration and compensationplans.

B4 Reduce surface impacts on plant communities by using
avoidance, restoration, and offsite compensationor
enhancement per restoration and compensationplans

Not significant

—
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I~ACT SUMMARYTABLES,CLASS11

:.,:..:..:. “’”””:Impact Defcri@tion :“:,”;Y..:;::’ :.:RrojectI:.:::I@paqt.~o,cation..,;;“>’‘:!>.,:;g.cof<::,.. ::::”,.::::“’;?:;,??“’”’:j:..‘‘Nlli~atiOn..~~d5tire.;,:,”,.;:, ,, ;,::.;”..:.;,~:;Keiidti.ql;~~qac#.,.,:,,.,....... ..;:-:.,.. ...... ....~~~~ .. .,.:....::.:.. . ..... . ...... .,...: .. ..... .. ::.:;ptitise.: p.:;:{;.::. :;{sigrn&h@)::; :..::.;,::,:;:.:::.,:,,:.::.l::.,:$,;::.::.;,.;:;,,.:: .,.:::,:..:..?::,.:;;7::?.;::.”:::.;,2;~j~;.j$~:$:::;;;,;::;:::::;::::”::““:.....’:,;.:!::’“:::.?“’:’”’........... :.,,,. ..:..>,,.. .. ....,::...,.,.:.. :..... .,:,.:. .,,. .....:...:...... .,.,...... .. .... ................. ..... ......:,:.::.:,,,,,,..: ..... ..... ,.... ...... ,,,,,,,.,.,,,.,, ......
Iver]andt~veldismrbance to special C,o Proposed SegmentsA,E,K,L, Local B-5 Reduce surface impacts on plant communitiesby using a Not significant
atus plants and habitats and Q combination of avoidance, restoration, and offsite

compensationor enhancement.
Alternative SegmentsB,D,F,I,
J,M,P

lcreased accessto sensitivevegetation C,o All Segmentsexcept Proposed Local BA Replace existing barriers to overland travel following
:sources Segment R and Alternative

Not significant
blading and place new bamiersat accesspoints to non-

SegmentsH and U bladed overland travel routes.

:rosionand sedimentation C,o All Proposed and Alternative Local B-7 Implement Soil Conservationand Erosion
Segmentsexcept Alternative

Not significant
Control Plan (see Mitigation MeasureC-11).

SegmentsH and I

ttroduction of non-nativeplant species C,o All Proposed and Alternative Local B-8 Implement Noxious Weed Control Plan, flag existing
Segments

Not significant
weed populations,and control equipment and materials
transported to the project corridor during and afier
construction

,OSSof mule deer winter, holding, and C,o Proposed SegmentsA,C,E,K, Local B-9 Restoratiotireclamation to include forbs and shrubs Not significant
ligration habitat L,N,O,Q,R,W appropriate for each habitat type and offsite

compensation,per Mitigation MeasureB-1
Alternative SegmentsF,G,H,J,
M,P

,OSSof pronghom winter, migration, and C,o Proposed SegmentsA,C,E,K, Local B-10 Same as for B-9,with restoration to include browse and Not significant
:iddinghabitat L,N other speciespreferred by pronghom.

Alternative SegmentsB,D,G,J

,OSSof sage grouse brood habitat C,o Proposed SegmentsA,C,E,K, Local B-11 Same as for B-9,with restoration of sage and forbs Not significant
L,N required by young grouse,

Alternative SegmentsF,G,H,I,
J,ESVA

,OSSof pygmy rabbit habitat C,o Proposed SegmentsL,N,O,Q Local B-12 Flag allowable constmction areas and existing roads Not significant
whenever possible; remove pygmy rabbits where

Alternative SegmentsESVA, avoidance is not possible.
M,P

)verland travel disturbing big game C,o Proposed SegmentsA,C,E,K, Local B-13 Monitor natural recovew and locate areas where Not significant
Iabitat L,O,Q,R,W restoration may be needed, Offsite compensationfor

failed recovery.
;$~~$; SegmentsB,F,G,J,

$s
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,. ;: ::..:.2..Itipact,peicriptiori ‘.“;:
....,.., “P~@j~Cf’;.:?” ““’:., Irnpac? Mcation::: ..:.:.. “,.“.:.’ scQfie:;.<’;;-::“::’‘“ .::”;::;”..““”:”,:~tig?$onWeg5tire:::,: ‘?”:::;.;’ “: “. ,Resiqualj?wpa!f........ . ...... ... . ...... . .::........, .: ..,.,.,:,:,: ::.:,,.,,,. ...:;.:..:;:.:,;.:~., :~ph$~e..:..:,;:. .,,,.::.,,,, ... ~::($dgrn?vb):.:....::;““”::.;;~::.:;.!<::..:...z:::;::,””.. :’ ‘;: :: :::::,::’;:.;;:...F:~;,j:;::::...;”:,;;::;:;.::;:;,,,,,::~ ;.,;::.‘ :’:::.:. ;.;.?’:..jj”~;:,:.2;”:“:.;:::,,“.!.:,....,...., .,. ,,,.,...:. ... ... ...... :.:. ::.:..”. :..:..... .. .... ......... ...... .... ... ...........,..,,, .,.,

isturbanceto special shtus species and C,o All sensitivesites on all Local B-14 Flag allowabletravel areas to avoid hatitat per species- Not significant
Ibitats,including special status bats, Proposedand Alternative specific buffers and seasonal avoidance periods; utilize
~gmyrabbits, raptor nest sites, and sage Segments biological monitor during construction.
ouse Iek locations

, B-15 Overland travel to be limited to areas identified in
biological monitoring plan. Riparian and perennial
stream habitats to be avoided.

irect mortality of individualanimals C,o All Proposedand Alternative Local B-16 Constmction specificationsto include speed limits,
Segments,substations,access

Not significant
firearms and pet restrictions, and litter removal program.

roads, staging areas Include constructionworker training.

direct impacts on wildlife as a result of C,o All sensitivesites on all Local B-17 Constructionto be scheduled to avoid critical seasons
creased human presence Proposedand Alternative

Not significant

Segments
and establishbuffer distances for sensitive areas (see B-
14, B-15, above)

~directimpacts on wildlife due to C,o All segmentswith improved or Local B-18 Improved roads to be returned to preconstruction Not significant
creased accessto remote habitat new accessroads condition. Existing barriers to be replaced. See also B-

6 above.

ird electrocutionat substations o All Proposedand Alternative Local B-19 Substationdesignedto eliminate attraction of perching Not significant
substationlocations and roosting to minimize electrocution hazard.

Dtentialbird collisionswith transmission o Proposed SegmentsA,C,E,K, Local B-20 Mark powerlineswith bird flight diverters. Not significant
nes O,Q,T,W,X

B-21 Use Rock Creek modification to Proposed Segment A.
Alternative SegmentsB,F,G,
I,ESVA,S,U,X-East B-22 With application of B-20, offsite compensationwould be

required to reduce residual impacts to level that is not
significant for greater sandhill cranes.

]creasedperching opportunitiesfor o Proposed SegmentsA,C,E,K, Local B-23 Install perch deterrents on structures located within a 2 - Not significant
Iptors and ravens, and displacementof L,N,O mile radius of sage grouse Ieks and in vicini~ of
]ge grouse. waterfowl nesting habitat.

Alternative SegmentsB,D,F,
G,H,I,J,ESVA,P

Proposed Segments C,E,K,L,N B-24 Prepare and implement Habitat Enhancement Plan for
sage grouse habitat.

,.,,..,,::.,:.::::,:,:.:,:::!:,.,:,}...:.........................:::::::::::::::,::::: ::::,,,:,, :.;:,::Y ,.::.:..,:::; .,;:y... ,.,.,.:.::::,..:..,:::..:,.,:,.:,... :,,,,,,,::,,:,, ;,,,,,,~:,., :,:,,:,:::,,,:,:,,...,.,.,.:.:.:.:.:.,.,.,.:............. ..:“.:’?!$.:.. :,:::,::,,:.:..,.:.:....:.:..,.,,:.:.,.:,>,.,.......................,,,,,,,,,,,,,.'::fiGd&T.u.MMRxsQvK&wM&#i:;;mm:i::::::!Mm~:::;.,;j2#*a2~i;:::,:;:::,;;;x:
. ....... . ..,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,, , ,,,,,....,.............,:,:.,,,,:,;::::.::::.,,f::.:,::::.;y,;,::.::<.:,.::.:,:..: : :,:.:,.,..:.,. ,,,,,,,,::::,,:,:,:,:.:,:... ........;:::.:.?,,.: :,,,:,,,:::.:.,:.,,..,. ,:,,,,:,:::::::::.,..,,.,::;:,:;~:::..,..,,,,,,,:,.::,.,.:.,,,,,,,,,,::::::, . .... ..... . .,................, :,:,.,,.,.,.,................. ... ... ................. .... ..... ,.,.,...............

constructionactivities disturbingor C,o Proposed SegmentsA;C,E,K, Local, Regional C-1 Avoid all significant unevaluated cultural resource sites Not significant
;moving surface or subsurface L,O,Q,W by flaggin~monitoring.
ignificantiunevahratedcultural resource
ites Alternative Segments B,D,G, C-2 Treat unevaluatedor NRHP eligible sites as significant

J,ESVA,M,P,S,Z,WCFG cultural sites. If avoidance is not possible, implement
site-specificsteps to reduce impacts.
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,.,...’ “:::;:;::::.”ltitBct;Descfitiqon:::~:,“. :,,,::..:...... !“.”;.:. .;.:. :,‘:..: : .... ........ ,. “.”::..::::,: ....... . . .,,,.,:,...,,,. ...... .::::.... ::... . . .,, ..:.

Construction?operation, maintenanceor
public use disturbingsignificantor
unevaluatedcultural resourcesites

F
Unauthorizedcollection andor vandalism
of significant or unevaluatedcultural

Disturbanceto contex~ setting, feeling, or
associationof cultural resourcesites

Cumulativedisturbanceof cultural
resourcesites resulting from construction
of fiture projects

,,:,..,.,.,.,:..:,:,,:./::::’:::j ,::::::;:::::;.: ,. ‘:’,’:..Y,.:,:y.,..:: ,,, :..,,:,.,..,,.,,,,,,,j::,:..,,:,.... ,:::,.,:,.,,,,,,,,,:;:,:.:.,, ,,,,,.,:,:?:,.,,,,,,............ .:...,.,.:.,,,... ... ........ “....: ,,.,.,:,.
Conflict with existing utilities with
potential for disruption of service during
construction

Cumulative impacts of simultaneous
constructionprojects
::...,:.;.=:.:.:,.;.;.::,:,,,,.,,.:.;,,:.,;::,::.:.,:,:,,:,..:..,,...:...,,.;,,:::~,<;:~:;;:,,:,<;::$;.’.’.’..:.:.::?..:.............,...... ......:,::::..i.!.,:,;:,;,,.,.:::::::::.....:.:... ..........,...:.:.:.,.,.::.......... ..:..,...,.,.,.,.,............ ...,.......................... ...,.:.:,,,:::::::.:.::?.: “...:,,
Fault displacementcollapsingtransmission
line structures
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..::::”::: .,, ::;;*: ~ :,,;:,“:: : ~:: :j..:; ;. ‘“:” ;.’ “::.::,;,,;.,::.,’,’.”::::: !.:.,:.:.:<:::,:.,,::..:::,.:,,,.... .,., ,,... .:.. ...........
ProposedSegmentsA,C,E,K, Local, Regional C-1 and C-2, above
L.O.O.W----

C-3 Restrict vegetation management activities in sensitive
Alternative‘SegmentsB,D,G, areas to pedestrian access only. Avoid sensitivecultural
J,ESVA,M,P,S,Z,WC~G resource locations during maintenanceactivities

requiring overland travel.

Proposed SegmentsA,C,E,K, Local, Regional C+ Prior to construction, inform crews of cultural resource
L,O,Q,W,Y vahres/regrrlatoryprotections and proceduresregarding

avoidance of sensitive cultural resources,
Alternative SegmentsB,D,G,J,
ESVA,MP S Z WCFG999> C-5 Post-construction:block public access to all new or
I I I improved accessroads.
I ,

C,o ProposedSegmentsK,O Local, Regional C-1and C-2, above

IProposedSegment C,ESVA,S I IC+ Place permanent facilities as far as possiblefrom
significant cultural resource sites.

I I C-7 Acquire land and develop interpretive trail at Infernal
Caverns Battlefield area.

C,o Entire region Local, Regional C-1 through CA, above

t ,,,,,,,,.. ..;,,:::::,.:.::,.; ..,,:,,:;:}RNERGMMD::HTIklTlEwfiw'"';:'"''::,:i!;.:::;)23:'iii:::::i,::,.ii::,::;:;i!i,NfiiMwwiii'ix:',.,.,.,.,..,,.:.,.::...:.:::,....:.:>.::,.,:::,,::.:.R.:::: :.:.:.:.,,,. : ,,:.,,.:.:,:,.:,.:,...,,:.:.::..... ....-:.: :::: ,::, ,,,,,:,:,:.:,:,..,:,.,y .,.. : .,,,,: ,:,:,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,., :...,.,.,..........+..............................................................................~.:... .. :. ..:. .:..,.:,.:.,,,.,,,...... .,.,..:...:,,,:.,.:.:,,,:,.......... ,,.,.:.,.:.,....,,:.,.,.,,:.,,:,,.,........... .,..,.,,., .,.., ., ,. .. ...,, ,. .,..,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,

c All Proposed and Alternative Local, regional U-1 The Applicant shall submit final constructionplans to
Seements short-tern all affected utilities for their review and shall obtain_-Q...-...-

written approval 30-days prior to the commencementof
constmction. In addition, the Applicanticontractorshall
provide 72-hour written notice to all utility owners
whenever constructionactivities are scheduledwithin
100 yards of an existing utility.

P-2, below

c All Proposedand Alternative Local, regional, T-13, below
Segments short-tern

1

:, ..,, .’.,’, ‘“.’.,.. .
..G%QGQ.gy;.$alti.sti$NQ2e&,E~mh;KmG@i3%%B...,,,,,,,.,.....::.:,:;>.:.............,:,.,.,:.:,..:,,,,:.;,,::,,:,,.....:.:,,.:::::...,:,,.:.:.:.,.:,...,.::,:::.,:.:::.,.:.,.................,.w:>.

::::::. ....,..:.:,:.:.:::::::::,:::::,.,.? ...... ..’‘: :.: ,. .:....... :.:....... .. ................... ,. .. :.:.::.:..::.,.,.,................. ...........................................:.:,:,:.,,,,, .,. ... ............. .,, ....... ......... . ...... ,. .:.. :.:.:...:: : : ....... ~ .::. ,. ,.,,.......... .:.: :

0 ProposedSegmentsA,C,E,N, Local, short-term G-2 Avoid placement of structures within active fault zone.
nnv
,U,v,fi I lG-3 Avoid ~lacementof structures within notentiallv active..

I fault z;nes, where possible.
.,,

G+ Conduct geological and/or geotechnicalstudies to
determine amount of fault displacemen~design
transmissionline to withstand expected maximum fault
displacement.

. ES-49
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lot significant

lot significant

Jot significant

Jot significant

Jot significant

Jot significant

Jot significant
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. ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. :..,. .. :,,,,.: ‘,:,}.,.,,., . .
,. .:.:.. .. . ... . ,,,,..::.... . . . . .. . . . . .. :.,’,

Strong ground shaking collapsing
transmissionline structuresor substations

Landslides/slopeinstabilitydamaging
structures

Loss of or reduced accessibilityto mineral
resources

Ash fall from major volcanic eruption in
region

Constructionwill result in grading and
ground disturbance/erosion

Steel or concrete corrosionresulting from
corrosive soils

Damageto project from expansivesoils

FLoss, destruction,or alteration of

+
Cumulativeeffects of blasting and eroslor

Final EIWS, November 1995

.. . .... . .... .
Project’ ;, :..:“:””:impact*ocat!on ::
Phgse’: :, .,::.,,,(s$grn$g@);:: , ,,,,,.

0 All Proposed and Alternative
Segments

I

C,o Proposed SegmentsC,E,L,N,
Q,R,T,W,X

I;~~~vc SegmentsE,D,J,M,
,.

Alternative Segments M,S,U,
WCFG, and Alternative Border
Town Substation

r
o Proposed SegmentsA,C,E,K,

L,N,O,Q,T,W

c

Alternative SegmentsJ,P, and
Alternative Border Town
Substation(SPPCOsite)

All Proposedand Alternative
Segments

:. scope “:::
. . . . ....

..: ...’ . . .... ,. :: ::,: ,, :

egionaleshort-
rm

ocal, short-term

ocal, long- or
lort-term

,egional, .
lort-term

,egional,long-
~rm

ocal, long-term

ocal, long-term

ocal, Ion&term

.egional, Iong-
:rrn

. . ... “:~”Mtigatio,nMea5ure ‘:” “.”:.,:,’-::,:;’.””. ... . ,:,......, . .. ........ . :......::.. ..,...; ..:..:, {’ . ..’ .:.. ..... :..... ... ...... : .,,.,‘..::’.:,.........-....1::.:... .. .... .. ... .. :,.:..:..: .. .,.......:,,:.......: ...... .. ...
I-5 Conduct geotechnical study to determine seismic criteria

for designing structures to withstand strong ground
shaking.

;% Determine and apply earthquake-resistantdesign.

;-7 Perform engineering geological and/or geotechnical
investigationsfor structures on slopes within known
landslide areas.

;-8 Develop blasting plan to avoid causing landslidesor
rock falls,

;-9 In siting structures and ROW access roads, avoid
existing and planned mineral extraction sites and access
routes.

:-10 Develop Emergency PreparednessPlan

;-11 Develop Soil Conservationand Erosion Control Plan;
minimize new grading and road upgrading use special
equipment; revegetate,

;-13 Test soils for corrosion potential; design to prevent
corrosion where potential is high,

:-14 Test soils for shrink-swellpotential; design facilities to
withstandexpansivity.

;-15 Develop paleontologic data inventory and sampling
plan; inspect drill cuttings and excavations.

;-1, G-8, G-n, above

Re$idu.tiI~m~act
., .:: ...... :.

., ..... .:...,,..:
‘ot significant

lot significant

lot significant

lot significant

lot significant

npact minimized
ui ash fall could
;sult in tcmporag
hutdownof line

lot significant

lot significant

rot significant

lot significant

lot significant
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,. .... ‘:”“:”’:”:xmpactDescription:.:‘“:,..”:.:.!:..::YrOject:“’>:: ;Iti~act:Loiaq?n: :’ ::.’
,,,,, . ..

.,.. .:::.,.:.. .“.’; ‘“ .“.. ;,,;p~~$& ~:.:j: : “,,,{$$$rn~n$).fi,,,?:::,,.,... .......:., ,.,,. ... .. . . .. .. .. ......... . . . .... .. . . .. . . . . .. ......... ..:..:..,, :.,.,,..: .:.:..
.’, ,:.:.. ,,. , ... . .....”’ ,, :,,,:,.::: “..”.”.:, .,.,. ..,,’, ,’, .;. .: :’. :,.,”.,?,... .. ...

,.,. ... . . ,. ,,..,. ,. ,, ,, :... .:,:

Scour and erosion of stream beds

Floodingof constructionactivities at
stream crossings;flood damage to
structures

Sediment loadin~of surface waters could
result from construction

Accidentalcontaminationof surface watet
and ground water

Groundwater flow affected by
constmction,drilling, or blasting

~

Cumulativeconstructionimpacts resulting
m increasedsediment m streams,excess
soil disposal,and water contamination

:.:::.:,,,:,::::.,::;:’:..::: :::.“.
,.,..,,,,:,. .,,. ,.:,.,’,::’:,:.’.’.’.’‘. .. ,.:..,:,:,.:,:,.,.:,.::,:,.:1,,,,,,,,,: ... ::,:,:,:,,:::: ::..::.,,.,.,:,,,,:.,.,.,;,.,:::::,:.;:.:.::,:::?,,,::,,:~,,,,:,,,,,:..:.:.,.,.,.,..... .... ......:.,.., .,,,,,.,,

Temporary loss of grazing land use and
disturbanceto grazing animals during
construction

C,o “ProposedSegrnen~ A,C,L,N,
Q,R,T,W,X

Alternative Segments’B,D,M,
P,S,U,Z,WCFG,and
Alternative Border Town
Substation(SPPCOsite)

C,o Proposed SegmentsA,K,L,O,Q

c All Proposedand Alternative
Segments

c All Proposedand Alternative
Segments

I

C,o ProposedSegmentsA,W,X

Alternative SegmentsB,D,F,G,
H,I,ESVA,P,U,WCFG

Proposed SegmentsA,C,E,K,
L,Q

lAkemative SegmentsD,J,P

c IEntire region

‘D:~sE::;w~~A~IoNXND En9 ........ ..;.,.:..............................,.,.?...:..:........ ::.~y:.,:,:.................................
c Proposed SegmentsA,C,K,L,

O,Q,R,T,W,X,Y

Alternative SegmentsD, J,
ESVA,M,P,S,U,V

.::: Scope; ,. ::,,:;:::,;::;::..,”:“’;:,;‘:’::~ifig~tion::~easutie: :” ,~;:”:.,:::,, :’””, :yesidu,ai ?rnpapf, .,.,,,,,,, ,:. .. .....,.,,,.,,,,.:,,,:..;i.: ..:..,..,“. “.””.:” ............... ..... ., ,....,, ,, .,: .:,,:-----.:,::, ...... . . .........,,
,:..,,,,,, ,... ......... ..........’..,,:...:.: ,,,’,,,.. ........... ............... . ..... . . .............. .... ..:... .... ... ................ ....
Virology;”:} ::;::;;..::.?::::;::::<’;; ‘:j”..:. ::.::’ :,::.;,’:,::”:;::;.. .“::;:.:.: ..; ““::. : :‘,,;;jj;;:,:’;:;:<... ...... :: .. ..............
ocal, short-term G-11, above INot significant

IH-1 Prepare Stream Crossingand Wetlands Protection Plan. I

H-2 Maximize distance of ROW from watefiays.

I I

ocal, short-tern H-3 Constructionto occur only during low flow periods.

H+ Permanent structures and facilities shall be located
outside of stream and river beds, Structures located in
flood plains shall be designed based on site-specific
analyses.

Seealso H-1,H-2,and G-11

focal, short-term See G-n, above Not significant
See also B-7, above, regarding habitat rehabilitation

,ocal, short-term H-5 Perform refueling away from streams. Not significant

H4 Develop Best ManagementPractices; clean up spills;
obtain 404 and storm water permits.

,ocal, long-term G-8 and H-1, above Not significant

H-7 Avoid locating structures in wetlands; avoid travel in
wetlands; construct during dry seasons.

H-8 Avoid blasting; if necessaV, prepare a Blasting Plan for
each site,

,ocal, short-term H-1, H-3 through H-8, and G-1 1 Not significant

,
~:~~1,~~{~y:,R5MI@IQU5?;,0~S.G@NXIEI@’USE$Z4&, ;j:;,{,f:m,,,:,,,,,,,;{,:;,:;ji.:;;.,,<:;:t;,;i:,;,,.,.,,.: :::::,.::.:.:.::::::.:::.,.,:.:.,::,:.::..:.:,:.:.,.:.::,.:.,.::.:.:..:.::.::::.:.:::,:.:::,.:,::,::.:.:::::.:,:.,,:.:,:,::.,:.::,.::::.:::,::.::,::::,.:::::::.:.:...:.:::, :.::., : ::.:..,.,:.,........,::,.:.... .. ....,,,,,,......,.,.,,, ,,,,’”“
{egional;short- IL-5 Coordinatewith BLM and permitters to ensure ot significant
:rm I protection of range improvementsand livestockwater I

sources.
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..:.:::. . ..,Itipact Desc@ption.“.:,“:..: “.
....

:,..:..:.’;; : .. :

,,..:..... .:: .: ...:.. . ..” . ...”.:.
.:;..... .. ... .. :: ::..,,. . . . . . . . .. ,.

Loss of grazing animals through open
fences or gates temporarily removed
during constmction

TemporaU loss of use of croplanduse
during construction

Degradationof the recreationalexperience
for riders at the Fort Sage OHV Area

Disturbances to residential, recreational,
and agricultural uses as a result of
increased human intrusions into relatively
undeveloped areas, as a result of
constructing or upgrading roads, blading
rough areas, and visual presence of the
line

~

Degradationof State Wildlife Areas due t

dative disturbancesduring
mction of the ProposedProject and
future projects in Modocand Lassel

ties

FinalEIWS, November 1995
-.

(
.J

c

O,c

C,o

C,o

.. .. .. . ... ,., ,
.::::. ‘:”ImpactLocation... :.’::: ‘: ‘.{.$cgpe. :1 :’:.’: ;:’:””’””:,

.. .. ................ ,.,
““‘;~lfigaflon:~easuie:::‘:”’““’ ::.:,. ,:::,::::

.. . ~, ($?gti?nb) ..””:..:.,,;::”.,:::’”‘“’ ~~ ,,:-..<:,;,.::.::, .;.;..: “..’.;.::.:”.:.:,,;2,”: :.:,...:::.:::-----..: ...... .... .....
Nheneverroute crossesgrazing Regional;short- ti Construct a temporary barrier across sectionsof
kncing term removed fencing so that grazing animals cannot move

through the open section of fencing immediately after

I I completing construction in an are~ repair the s;ction of
removed fencing.

L7 Close all gates immediately afier they are opened to
allow constructionvehicles and equipment access to a
construction area.

?roposedSegmentsA,E,K,O Regional; short- L8a Reimburse famers along the ROW for crops lost due to
term Project construction (a stipulation in easement

alternative SegmentsB,F,G, agreementswith farmers).
H,I,W,X b8b Work with County CooperativeExtension Service to

develop construction schedule that would avoid prime
crop planting, growing, and harvesting seasons.

AlternativeSegment P (Fort Short-term; long- L1O Design Proposed Project to prevent placement of
SageOHV Area) term structures within or adjacent to motorcycle or ATV

riding trails or roads.

~ Provide notice of construction activities and access
restrictions on specific roads or trails in Fort Sage OHV
area,

All Proposedand Alternative Regional; long- See B4, B-18, CA, C-5, and V-1 through V-10
term

c

ProposedSegmentsQ,W Long-term L12 Provide CDFG with compensatoryland contiguousto
the Wildlife Areas to compensate for degraded areas.

Altcmative Segments P,WCFG
I 1

Entire region lLocal and .lSee L2 through L4, above
regional;
short-term L13 Coordinate with the proponents of other proposed

projects within one mile of the ROW or substationsites
to minimize cumulative construction impacts.

L14 Counties should establisha 300-foot minimum setback
for any future occupied structures along the ROW.

L15 if construction of proposed project is delayed, coordinat
with U.S. Natural ResourceConservationService so tha
construction of Proposed Segment X does not overlap
constmction of Evans Creek Dam.
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IMPACT SUMMARY TABLES, CLASSII

““““~;Pt9j#ct~::.“‘‘““”Iwpact”xocation:::::.: .; ::::%s$?pe:?”:’”::;“~~::’:: :’?<:: ‘“:::;..:,.......:::; ~.:~fi~q~f~~~~fjp~?n”.:’,’,“’”.,,, ~lfi~ation~qqfy~e~j~:::.: ““,j~’’:t’..:““:[:”$’‘:~esidu,al,lpp$$t,.::.... ....:...,...,:,,:.,
....... ::Phgie.’ ‘:~~.‘:.::lS6gm6nu)....:! ~.~~,:.~ : ,:,;:’:::‘:;,$;.y: ‘:’”?“’;:;,:;:;:!: ‘,’‘:’:’.:::.::?$’$~~:.’’::;:;;::::j::.:::;,:;, ;::;.:,::;:::;:::;[; ::;::::;;;:;.:’:;.‘:.“~:.’:““”:. ...........,..::;.,.:.;::.:........:,.,..... ....... ... :,... . . .. ..,.,: .......;.. .,,,,,,,.,.,..,: .,,.,................ ................,..,.,,,:,,,, ..... ::,:.,..,,,.:... ...: ,.,.,..,.:.,.,...,.....

,,,,. .....
..:...::....:.,...:,:. .,,, .;.:.:;.:::.,:;::,>.::::.:::,:,,,.,,::,,:,,, ::.... .......::::,.:,.:..:: .:.:.:.... .... ::..,,,.:.,’,’:,.:..‘....... ‘...;;’.:.:.:,“.”.... ....... : ........... ,., ..:..,.,.,,,,;.,:,,.,:.. ,,: .; ,,,::q,~Q~$q,’:;~$;~> “p“~ .:::;;:~~::: ; “:“’, “’””’:~;.:~:~”””::...:.:::. ““”.”:,,,:.:.:;.’:;;:.:?~:~::; ::’~~~~;:,, ,;:,...... ................ .... . ... ...,,.,, : ;.,..’.’..... .. .......... ,,, ..... ::..:..::::: :.:..:...:

isturbancc of sensitive noise receptors by c All Proposedand Alternative Local N-1 Conduct all constructionactivities involving motorized Not significant
instructionnoise Segments equipment between the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Mondaythrough Saturday, or for a shorter period if so
stipulated in the applicable noise ordinance.

N-2 Maintain proper mufflers on all internal combustionand
vehicles engines used in construction to reduce noise to
the maximum feasible extent,

N-3 Noti@ by mail sensitive receptors potentially subject to
constmction noise impact, Notice shall give schedule
and locations, and provide tips on reducing noise,

,,:,::,,,:: ,, .,, ....,..,..,,,,,,,,, '''":`':`RmfircsAFE~~~yEALT.m:j;;;;?rtfi;+:::W:::w:NJ~JJ.~2::fi:$::;~:J'':::::Y.:;,:;:;:,:::::s'::~:,,''''". ::”+i:;hi;’:;:,::,::;:. ,,: :.:.::,fi,,,; .. ....,.,:,:,::,.,,..:,. ... .. ...:.“.:...,:,,.,.:’..::.;,:,,:,,, ., ; .: ,,, ,,,>,, ,.,,., ,,:,,::,:,~:,:::::,,:,::,: :,,,,.:.,:,.;:::,:,::.!,,.:: .. ,.:.., ::.:,5..:,,:,:,.,. .. ,.:,:..\..,.,. :.:...,..,,:,:,,,:,,:::,:,:,.,.,:.:.,.,.::,::,:,:,,:::,,.:.:.,:::::::,:,,,.,,: .. ..........................:..... ......:,::,,:,:,,:,,,,,.,..,,....,..,,.
otential for induced currents and voltages o

.... .....,, ........ ... . .. . ................:.,.,.,...,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.:.........................:,..,,.,
All Proposedand Alternative Local; long-term P-1 Identi@objects that have the potential for induced Not significant

n conducting objects that are not properly Segments voltages and work with the affected parties to determine
rounded,and are located near the proper grounding procedures. Notify property owners
reposed345 kV and 230 kV transmission of date line is to be energized, name and phone number
nes. of Applicant contact person, and guidelines for future

activities within ROW.

otential for public safety hazards and C,o All Proposed and Alternative Local; long-term P-2 The Applicant will incorporate CPUC General Order 95 Not significant
~cidents,such as shock hazard, fuel Segments and National Electric Safety Code requirements into
;nition, and fire hazard. Project Design and ConstructionPlans.

P-3 Prepare a Fire Prevention and SuppressionPlan
acceptable to the BLM, USFS, and Counties.

P+ Equipment vehicles, gas-poweredequipment and flues
with USDS-approvedspark arresters.

P-5 Maintain both a fire watch and fire fighting equipment
at locationsspecified.

P-6 Fire fighting equipment and operators to be made
available for fighting fires in the vicinity of the Project.

P-7 During conditionsof extreme fire danger when fire
restrictions are in place, limit or suspendconstruction
and maintenance,unless Applicant obtains a hazardous
fire condition special use permit.

otential for release of hazardous C,o All Proposedand Alternative Local; long-term G-8~-8, H-6, P-3 above
ubstances Segments P-8 Prepare a waste Minimization and Energy Conservation

Plan acceptableto the CPUC and BLM

I
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IMPACT SUMWRY TABLES, CLASS 11

Propertyvalues could be adversely
affected by the ProposedProject

Fires could be caused during construction,
placing additional demand on public
services

Minor disruption of grazing and crop
activity

:..?,.,..,...:j::. .,:.,.,.,.: ;,::,:::,::,,:.::,:,.:.y.:.,: ..: ,.w. ..... :..f:..:..,,, ,,:,,,:;:,,:;.,:?.:;;.:::.:::..:..:,.:,,,,,,,,,::,.,;........... ,. :,.:,:,,,:,,:,.:. : .....‘.’.’,“:.’,,’,’,.:. . ..:,
Increasedaccident risk for motorists,
pedestrians,and bicyclistsduring
construction

Roadwayblockagesand trafic congestion
during construction

Blockedaccess to propertiesadjacent to
constructionzone

Obstructedpedestrianor bicycle routes
and reduced safety during construction

Restrictedaccess for emergencyresponse
units during construction

Interferencewith navigableairspace and
decreasedsafety for aviation activities

........”

C,o

Hnal EIWS, November 1995
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c

c

:.,.,...,.......
‘, .’,,:1.:::.:,,..,.,,.,,.,..,.,.

c

c

c

c

c

C,o

“’ “Irnpac~:q6ca~on3 “;”::”.:”:‘.””. .$~~~e;
“.. :.: “:{segtietiw):” .. ... ,,,, .’.”;:;.:..:.; :.,;::.;::,,..,,,.,., ,,, ,..

,;,::..:...:..::.. ~j$Q~~~BCONOMIC$ ANDPUB,LI(:.::,..,.:,.,...:...,..,. ...,:,. . ., . ... ... : ..::?.:..:.:,.,.::.,.
solated locations on most

I
Local

‘reposedand Alternative
;egments

ill Proposed and Alternative ILocal or regional
;egments

‘reposed Segments A,E,K,O Local; short-term

iltemative segments B,F,G,
3,1,W,X

... . ...,,,,,,,,:.,,,,,,,:..,.,.::;::;~~~spoRw&~]QNYANM’:.:.:::f,,;.:..?, :...:.............:.:,,,,:,:,:,.,::,,. :: :..,.,:., ..:.:.... ., :.,. ..:.,.......,.,.,.......... .......
ill Proposed and Alternative Local, short-term
legments

411Proposed and Alternative
$egments

.ocal, short-term

411Proposedand Alternative Local, short-term
Segments

411Proposed and Alternative
Segments

411Proposed and Alternative
Segments

.ocal, short-term

.ocal, short-term

1

ProposedSegments C,E,K, lLocal, long-term
3,Q,X

Alternative Segment B

————..—— -—— .—-—
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::.~figaqonMeasure..::.:.::..:,:’”::?:.... ..:.:::~.qidual Irnpacf..”.: -. ::..........”.., ,. ...,,:........, ,..,,,..,, .. ..::.:.:........... :.......::.::,:,,.,,,,: ...,:,..:: .,,...,..,: .,,: .:;::.:,;.,:: ..:......,: :.... .... ..,..,
‘$~R~l~~$:‘.jj{fi:“.”~“~;””;:”.i;..!f~~;:;;j; ;<?”.::;,“‘,;::::”:::;;<;::::.,;,..:”.:~:.:.,,:,,:,.:,:,,,,:,.,:,:,:.:>....... .... ..: ......: .,,, ,..:..:::...:.;.....: .:...... ,:.::.::..;:’.,
l-l Avoid proximity to neighboring residential parcels; ot significant

relocate structures, reduce structures, reduce stnrcture
heights, provide screening. I

I-2 Fire Prevention and SuppressionPlan (see P-3, above) Not significant
shall include measures addressingsafety/training,
responsestrategy, interagency coordination.

~5 and L7 above Not significant

~gy~~;,,$:.i~::.’ ::::’::?:*~;W::,,.,:::::y.:::::jfi:fi:::o::y::;:,.:.:,;..::;W{:.::,...... .:.,.,..,.:.,.:.: ..” .. . .. . . .. .... ....,,, ,,, ,,, .,..,,,,, . . :.:....,...,:.,.,.,.,.,.,............................................... ,.:.,.::..:..: ,. .,..,

~-l Prepare, obtain approval for, and implement detailed Not significant
Transportation ManagementPlans.

,
r-2 Avoid lane closures or blockages where uossible, lNot significant

minimize duration of closures;provide dbtours, and
avoid peak period lane closures.

r-3 Advance notification to property owners and tenants Not significant
who would have restricted access during construction.
Provide alternative access if feasible,

r+ Provide alternative pedestriati bicycle routes where Not significant
blockagesoccur and use appropriate signs and markings,

r-5 Advance notification and coordination with emergency Not significant
service providers, Remain prepared to immediately
provide emergency access for any property isolated by
constructionactivities,

r-9 Design and construct the structures and wires so that no Not significant
object will penetrate the navigable airspace around a
public or military airpoq as defined by the FAA,

r-10 Notify the Wcstem-PacificRegion of the FAA if any
feature of the project will exceed an obstruction
standard or encroach upon navigable airspace, as defined
by the FAA. Use high-visibility markings and lighting
to improve visibility to pilots, as directed by the FAA.

C-11Position structures at locations that would prohibit wires
from extending more than 200 feet above the ground,
where feasible.
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IMPACT SUMMARY TABLES, CLASS II

F
.. :; }~mpactDescrititioti. ~~

Cumulatl~eImp?ctsof simultaneous

It..~:,:,::,:::,,: :;,,:: ,,. ~,,:,,, . . ... .::.

rExcessivevisual access to Alturas
Substationand transmissionline structures
rcsultmg from the clearing of Juniper
adjacent to CrowderFlat Road as part of

Potential to view light and glare from
night-time illumination of Alturas
Substation,Border Town Substation,and
the AlternativeAlturas Substation.

l=ProposedSegmentO would encroachinto
SkedaddleWildernessStudy Area
(mcons!stentwl!h BLM VRA Class I

c

.. .,Irn~actLOcation. .:
,,:, :,{~$g~e:$).;.”: .!:;;?.?;.,.., : ...................

Entire region

I...
.:..y~~l..::.:,{,’.:,::::;:::,:.’.; : ‘.’.’: ,. ‘,’,,:’:: ,,; ,’,.:.... . ... . :::,,,.... . . . ........ . ... . ,::::,,: .,,.:.,. .. :..,,, ..... .......

C,o ProposedAltrrrasSubstation
[CrowderFlat Road to

I;ubstation site)

o Proposedand Alternative
Substationsites (Alturas
Substationand Crowder Flat
Road; Border Town Substation
and Upper Long Valley access
roads; Alternative Alturas
Substationand State Route 29$
Mill Street, and Fourth Street)

o ProposedSegment O (in
vicinity of 001)

... ,:-.::::..:....-:.,,.,.: ;...:...:,: .... : :,, :,,.,.,,:,:.,:::,,,:,,: ,..,,,,,..:.:,..:..,,......, ,............::...: “...<.’’:::.’,.2;...... ...,,;,:,,:,.:. :.. .::::;:..,.
ocal, short-term T-13 Maintain coordination with agencies responsiblefor

encroachmentpermits on each affected roadway and
with utility companies.

ocal or regional;
lort-terrn

,ocal; long-term

,ocal; Ion&term

‘4

‘-5

‘-6

Confine construction activities and materials storage to
within substationsites, staging areas, and specified areas
within the transmission line ROW.

Whenever possible, construct access or spur roads at
appropriate angles from the originating, primary travel
facilities to minimize extended, in-line views of newly
graded terrain.

Limit structure heights to 70 feet between milepost MP-
1 and Angle Point HSOl and maintain a suficient
density of juniper between the proposed substation site
and Crowder Flat Road immediately west of the
substation site.

Construct the Alturas Substation access road with
appropriate angles and curves to prevent a direct line of
sight to the substation from the intersection with
Crowder Flat Road.

‘-7 Ensure that all lighting structures for night-time
illumination of the substationare fitted with a~~rouriate
lamp shields to minimize light scatter and gla~~. “

7-9 Relocate Angle Point 001 further south in order to
avoid encroachment into the Skedaddle WSA.

~e5iduai:Irntinc... .. .... .:::,?,.,,,. “::
, ...:,.:..,.: :,,,,,, .,,

ot significant

... ,. ,:.:.;:.:..,,,,,,..,.,
,:,,.:,.,,’,’:

‘otsignificant

Jot significant

Jot significant
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l~ACT SUWRY TABL~, CLASS W

Class W Impacts: Beneficial Impacts

,,...,, scope .:.+;;;:,: ‘;;:::,<f:“+:~::::Mitfgation;:Me?sure?::;, :“,::::,:;:,;!;::;;{.j:s[a#ti~*PaF~:.;.:,,.. .... ....,“ ~slrnpic~$eicri~flon;,~;:+:.:;“:‘~.>.i..;:Fl&@c~:$J~”:”lrnPac$kfiatiori‘“‘“”:”?!ic:”:...: .. ............ ..... ,... ....... ...,:
““’”“:’’!.:~Phase,“”;:’ ....j!y.(:egrngni)’”..:.::;>i:::;;::.’:.:;:,:,,;:”:‘“;:>,i;:”:’:$;.“.;:.::”:::’!‘.;’:”’:’””fi::.:<.;.:.:.;:::’””~t;,.:,,.,:.,,.,,,,,:”.:::..:::”’“:: :““:.::;:;:.,:,;.;:;.’ ,:...:.,,..:..:G:”............ : ‘::.”: ...,. .... :‘....... :.. .,:..::>,:::,....:::.: .:..,.,:: ..... ...... .,,::..,,..:’~,....::..’ “::.:.”:.,... ,, .,. ; ..,..::.:..:.-.:!..,:,;.

,.,::,.:.,,. .,.,,,,, .,,..,,:::: :..:.: ... :.... .......:............. ,,.,, ::.:...:,..:.:.: ......... .....:...,:.,... .!... .:.... .... ... '"""""':::.so,qokc@N@M.c:s:xm..FuBhIc'$k~v~qs;;f<:::`k:~.":,:.:" "::::'?;::i;;:;::".:fi:;::::":Y:i;i:{':::":..... ...'''....... ...~ :..;;“.;.:.:,,,: ...,::,.:,:. ,,.,,,.. ., .. :..:..:,....:::..::.::,...:................ .. .,:. :.,..,.,, ., .:.: :..,.,:.:..,.’.:.’.’...;,,,, .:““.’‘“’”:::::..:’:...: .. .::.. : ..... .“.”..’..’.’,’,”:”:’:,:’:’:,,,:.:::..::.::...: ‘:“.::“:::,:”:~.’,:,,’:.:.::,::.. ..: ..........:.: : .....:.:.... .. ..::,.:..............:..
Temporary employmentof local \vorkers c All Proposed and Local None needed None

Alternative Segments

Tempora~ increase in local demand for c All Proposed and Local None needed None
consumablematerials and increasedbusiness Alternative Segments
at motels and restaurants

Increasedsales and property tax revenuesto C,o All Proposed and Local, regional None needed None
counties and States Alternative Segments
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